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When I left Senator Hart his connections helped me
get a one of a kind job at Martin Marietta Aerospace
in their Space Launch Systems in Denver Colorado.
Martin Marietta put together a unique team of ex
Intelligence Directors (CIA, NSA, etc.) Air Force officers
(fighter jocks and systems gurus) and I to create a new
group called Future Systems. I was told that I was
there because I was from an Air Force family,
understood WDC and had an aptitude for thinking out
of the box. I soon had a Top Secret clearance in black
worlds and worked on understanding and predicting
what the next big things would be for Defense,
Intelligence and Space in 10 to 50 years. This was
during the Reagan Star Wars build up…and funding
was available.

I. GENESIS, FOCUS, & AGENDA
A. GENESIS
If you know about a person’s past, you can better
understand where they are now and how their mind
thinks.
Economics has always fascinated me. I remember a
Professor once telling us that we were not learning an
exact science. That after many people had made
individual decisions, economics tried to determine
why. That intrigued me. The natural sciences seemed
more straightforward to me. We generally knew what
was going to happen and why. There were no human
factors or personalities involved. If we knew
something it tended to stay that way or at least be
explainable using the facts that we learned. I wanted
to learn how to understand the decisions that were
not governed by human behavior and not natural
laws.

My two favorite projects were working on a strategy
for Martin Marietta to become the key systems
integrator
on
future
Command,
Control,
Communication & Intelligence (C3I) projects and
Navstar GPS, which was the Navy program name for
the creation of the first Global Positioning System.

So I went from a fascination with US and European
history in high school at Phillips Andover Academy to
political science in college, at Brandeis. At the end of
college I ended up taking economics classes. The
economics in college was more memorization than it
was learning. I felt like we were taking the specimen
and killing and dissecting it instead of keeping it alive
and learning from it in its natural environment.

C3I was about assimilating massive amounts of data
and turning it into information that could be
presented for decision makers to act upon. C3I was
about integrating the data from numerous systems
and agencies in real time. Then predicting what was
going to happen and how it could be accelerated or
stopped, sending the commands and processing the
impacts before deciding what to do next. C3I was the
brains and nervous system of the command room, the
Mount Olympus where the gods would sit during war
or the prelude to war and create and execute their
strategies. One advanced interface that was a true
systems integration success.

When I graduated college I worked for a US
Congressman who I had interned for in college. Then
he decided not to run for re-election. Next I worked
for a US Senator, Gary Hart, before he ran for
President, handling business and economics areas in
his home state of Colorado. This was interesting work
dealing with real economics. I could learn and make a
difference at the same time. My prior studying and
classes started to come to life and make sense.
Economics became interesting and I started re-reading
my old economics text books as well as other books. I
subscribed to The Economist. I was learning about a
live science now. I could feel it move.
Portions are Patent Pending
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GPS was developed in the blackest compartmentalized
recesses of the US to feed exact location coordinates
to the ballistic missiles on board strategic submarines
that would pop up out of black out conditions every so
often and surface. The subs and missiles were part of
the Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD) cold war
doctrine that warned Russia that even if it attacked
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first and caught us by surprise, our subs would be
popping up around the world continually. When the
“all clear” code was not received they would send
“America’s very best” on a ballistic missile. This could
happen for weeks after the first strike.

systems education. Little did I know that they would
be my foundations later in life for several careers.
I went to work for Pepsi’s Taco Bell Headquarters in
Newport Beach, California. I loved LA and its beach
and ski reports every morning. However, forecasting
Taco sales in Des Moines did not inspire me. Within a
year I applied for a Manger of Market Planning
position at Sitmar Cruises, a large Italian cruise line.
The Director who was hiring had a college roommate
from Andover and soon I was planning ship itineraries
around the world. I worked in market planning for
almost a year before I was pulled kicking and
screaming into my future. Sitmar was run by some ex
TWA airline executives who wanted “yield
management” in their cruise line.

Martin Marietta and one of the sponsors of one of my
projects paid for me to get an Executive MBA from the
University of Colorado. Otherwise, I would have never
been able to afford to leave work to attend Business
School – let alone pay for it. I had been in Andover and
Brandeis on scholarships and worked my way through
college as a school nighttime security guard and
laborer in moving companies. When I was just
graduating from my Executive MBA, and still working
for Martin Marietta, I had two men from the DIA
(Defense Intelligence Agency) waiting for me one
morning. I went into a conference room and a smallish
man with glasses was there with a rather large man
who looked like a mafia enforcer. The message was
sent and received that this was serious. Then they slid
a large folder across the table to me and told me they
had been following me. They were concerned that I
had full access to C3I and NAVSTAR – all the
compartments. Many black projects are worked on by
compartmentalizing people by task so very few people
know everything that is being done, much less why it
is being done. I had been given access to the Pentagon
and Intelligence long range plans. I was a liability
waiting to happen in their eyes.

Airlines had just begun yield management. Yield
Management was the art and science of determining
the optimal price(s) to sell seats for given all the
different prices, products and demand that developed
after airlines were deregulated. It was dynamic pricing
101 – setting pricing for allotments or buckets of seats
and moving seats in and out of the buckets as desired
for a product that had a finite constrained supply. I
was given a large conference room, a very good Lotus
analyst named Juan and a mandate to build forecasts
and determine how to optimize the profits from all of
our cabins on 4 ships. I had just returned back to
economics, analytics and systems. I had entered what
would soon be called “revenue management” (RM).
There is a whole chapter on RM at the end of this
book.

The folder had months of pictures of me in the gym
and other places meeting people. That concerned
them. I was told that if someone very pretty moved
too fast to get her name and phone and tell them.
They would check her out to assure she was not KGB.
This would certainly impact spontaneity and make me
seem a bit uninterested. They made sure I knew they
were not kidding. When I left the conference room I
realized that I was graduating with my EMBA soon and
needed to change professions.

This began my career in revenue management (RM).
RM is a new management science that is very complex
and integrates many analytical and organizational
components. In the 20 years that followed I have
become well known globally for being able to apply
and integrate RM, CRM and marketing expertise and
greatly increase profits. These were not just theories
to me. I handled RM for airlines, cruise lines, resorts,
casinos and tour operators, as well as consulting and
building RM systems. I was selected for the Editorial

Thus ended my first phases of my economics
apprenticeship and advanced analytics and integrated
Portions are Patent Pending
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B. FOCUS

Board of a newly formed international publication
called the Journal of Revenue and Pricing
Management and Cornell asked me to join their
Revenue Management Advisory Council in the US and
Singapore. Over a period of about 10 years, I chaired
over 25 conferences in the US, Europe and Asia on
revenue management, CRM, marketing and
distribution. RM in casinos was very advanced and we
directed many of the actions of marketing, pricing,
CRM and other areas. RM was a very interactive
multidisciplinary new management science that used
advanced analytics, integrated systems and
coordinated the efforts of many other departments.

In this book I will describe several new integrated
goals for companies - a new way to both optimize and
nurture the lifetime value of customers, while
simultaneously through the same actions, optimizing
the long term profits for the company.
This is not just a new tool; this is a new approach that
requires and creates a new concept which is enabled
by a new methodology. Because this begins with a
new approach and includes a new concept, it is much
broader and deeper than just a new methodology for
doing something – it is a new philosophy that creates
a new thought process that requires a new way of
doing something using new tools. Because it creates a
new approach and a new concept, it will impact many
areas in the company and require the support of
senior management across the company.

Much of the Customer Centric Profit Optimizationsm
(CCPOSM) concept that I am writing about in this book
came from my prior experiences. Economics,
advanced analytics, system integration, thinking out of
the box, and definitely my RM experience…..has led
me to where I am today with CCPOSM. CCPOSM is not
just theory to me; it is what I wanted to do when I
handled the daily operations in these areas. CCPOSM is
what I felt was missing. President Kennedy said,
“Some people see things and ask why, other people
see things and ask why not?” I was asking why not.

I will use the words “approach”, “concept” and
methodology frequently in this book. Therefore allow
me to share the definitions of these key words as I am
using them.
Approach – “…to make advances to especially in order
to create a desired result…1” An approach is a way of
doing something in order to attain a specific goal or
goals; it is broad and encompasses all the theories and
actions needed to attain the goal(s). I am introducing a
new approach in order to simultaneously attain
several goals, which were given above.

While I ran RM for companies, built RM systems for
them as a consultant, or applied analytics to many
areas - my experiences made me certain that
something major was missing. There was much more
that we needed to do to proactively optimize total
corporate profits over the long term. We were
trapped in a tactical mindset. We need to take the
analytics and optimization principles of RM and make
them applicable to individual customer interactions
with the company. We need to stop just targeting
customers as tactical escape valves in low demand
periods. We need to leverage analytics and technology
to allow us to nurture each customer’s lifetime value.
There are too many customers and too many
interactions to not use systems to accomplish this
task. This will result in the optimal company
profitability in the long term. Necessity, or frustration,
was indeed the mother of invention for CCPOSM.
Portions are Patent Pending
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Concept – “…something conceived in the mind:
thought, notion …: an abstract or generic idea
generalized from particular instances…2“ A thought
process that is created to achieve a goal. An approach
can have numerous concepts and a concept can
support numerous approaches – this relationship is
not discreet. However, a concept is required to take a
1

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/approach

2

http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/concept?show=0&t=1353698579
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thought from just being an approach to creating
something that can be implemented in a specific
environment, using the necessary methodologies, in
order to reach the goal(s) of an approach.

have a great deal of interactions in the process of
attaining these new goals. Then I will begin adding
some of the analytical and system details into each
layer and their interactions.

Methodology – “…a body of methods, rules, and
postulates employed by a discipline: a particular
procedure or set of procedures…: the analysis of the
principles or procedures of inquiry in a particular
field3…“ A methodology embodies the analysis and
processes that are needed to implement a concept
and attain the goals of an approach. A methodology
can embody a wide range of procedures or a single
process.

NEESM provides the economics framework for the new
concept called CCPOSM. CCPOSM takes individual
customer information, both past behavior patterns
and predicted future customer lifetime behavior
patterns, and uses it to create individual customer
dynamic one to one marketing, dynamic one to one
pricing, customer tailored loyalty and other
interactions that nurture the lifetime value of each
customer across the entire organization. The CCPOSM
concept is a new way to understand, predict, track
and interact with each individual customer in order to
optimize total long term organizational profits, by
proactively nurturing and optimizing the lifetime
relationship and value of each individual customer.
The CCPOSM concept can be used tactically; however,
its greatest benefit is the ability to proactively
optimize lifetime and strategic profit and customer
relationships.

Now that you understand my use of these words, let
me explain to you the approach, concept and
methodologies that will be introduced in this book.
This book describes a..
New approach to applying economic theories
to optimize total company long term profits
and customer relationships called Nano Entity
EconomicsSM (NEESM).

A new patent pending methodology called Individual
Nano Entity LifecyclesSM (INELSM) was developed to
perform the behavior patterns analytics required to
support the CCPOSM concept that achieves the NEESM
approach’s goals. CCPOSM‘s goal of customer
relationship optimization (CRO) is enabled and
supported by the new INELSM predictive analytics
which understand, predict and integrate all behavior
patterns, for each individual customer, at their lowest
levels, and determine similarities in patterns between
customers. INELSM predicts the future lifetime
behavior, or lifecycles, of each individual customer for
each of their many individual behavior patterns. With
INELSM we can base customer centric dynamic one to
one pricing, dynamic one to one marketing, nurturing
customer tailored loyalty and other interactions on
the strategic or lifetime value of the customer. Today,
we either treat most if not all customers the same, or
we base our offers and interactions on historical
values instead of future values.

SM

NEE enables a new concept about how we
should optimize customers called Customer
Centric Profit OptimizationSM (CCPOSM).
CCPOSM is supported by a new predictive
analytics and tracking methodology called
Individual Nano Entity LifecyclesSM (INELSM).
The majority of this book describes this approach,
concept and methodology in detailed layers from
different perspectives. In the beginning of the book I
will explain enough about the basic ideas to
summarize them. Then details will be added later in
the book in layers from different perspectives. In
general, the book will begin by explaining the layers
involved in understanding the interaction between the
approach, concept and methodology. These layers
3

http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/methodology
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Today most companies deal in segments, averages
and what the customer will want or how they will
react to the next offer or interaction. CCPOSM is not
just a new way of doing what we are already doing.
CCPOSM is far more detailed, individual and predictive.
CCPOSM can focus on customers instead of segments
and strategic or lifetime optimization instead of
tactical needs. However, CCPOSM can also be used to
improve profits and relationships with segments and
optimization of tactical needs.

own value even before all the pieces are completed
and combined into the recommended system. This is
not a big bang theory. On the contrary, this is a long
term phased project to building a new approach one
layer at a time and then joining them all together.
CCPOSM can be applied in varying degrees to all
customers, even those in segments. CCPOSM can take
customers who are infrequent guests and belong to
segments and nurture them to become more frequent
guests. CCPOSM enables several new capabilities in
customer centric one to one marketing, which are
driven by analytics. This new CCPOSM approach also
enables new methods of strategic customer centric
pricing based on the strategic or lifetime value of each
customer. Today pricing is either ubiquitous or it is
tactical. These new concepts and approaches will have
a profound and new impact on customer loyalty. The
portion of CCPOSM that predicts lifecycles can be
applied to each customer where we have enough
data.

The CCPOSM concept and its new approach,
methodologies, definitions, goals and organizational
requirements are too overwhelming to all be
presented at one time. Instead, layering these ideas,
by building a foundation of the new idea(s) in each
area and then adding one more layer each time,
appears to be the best way to present this complex
collection of new ideas in a manner that the reader
can absorb. Therefore, as you read this book you will
see CCPOSM ideas repeated in different sections. In
some cases they will be looked at from a different
perspective, in other cases one more new layer will be
added to what has already been presented. CCPOSM is
a new way if implementing these ideas, and many of
the CCPOSM ideas are new. No one has been doing
CCPOSM and my concern is that people will get a little
information, think that they “got it”, and then go off
without a full enough understanding. Like the person
in the dark with the disposable lighter, they will try
using a new tool the wrong way. They will not
understand the need to change their old ways.

CCPOSM can also be applied to the supply or vendor
side of your business. Understanding and predicting
the behavior of entities on the supply side of your
business, and how to optimize your profitability and
relationships with them, would also be a great benefit.
CCPOSM can be applied to any organization that deals
with people, not just companies. However, for this
book, I will concentrate on the demand side of the
business for companies that sell products or services.
My audience for this book is a mix of management in
companies, that either want or need to create
advanced customer centric capabilities, and
customers who want to learn how they should and
can be treated by companies where they are
customers. Therefore the explanations at times may
seem too basic for management and too complex for
some customers. However, I believe that both can
comprehend what I will say and hopefully learn in the
process.

As each new layer is added and each new perspective
is explained, the same previous sentences can take on
new meaning and go from being difficult to read and
comprehend to being easily understood and actually
giving you new ideas. Please remember this when you
see something repeated or presented from a different
perspective.
Like most new concepts that include multiple
methodologies/approaches, the pieces can be built
one at a time in an organization. Each piece has its
Portions are Patent Pending
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To truly create customer centric relationships
between companies and customers requires new
concepts, approaches and methodologies. Applying
new methodologies to old concepts and approaches
will not create the systematic and predictive analytical
results needed to nurture and optimize the lifetime
profitability of customers through their lifetime
relationships with organizations.

Steven Pinchuk

please read Chapter V, “Why CCPOSM with
INELSM is fundamentally different from existing
customer centric methods.” This Chapter
explains in greater detail how this concept,
approach, methodology and organizational
change are different from what is being done
today. Reading this section will make it clear
why CCPOSM is different from what we are
doing today. However, you will understand
these differences better if you can first learn
more about CCPOSM. The choice is yours, you
now have the option.

If we want to improve our efforts, particularly in new
complex approaches that are implementations of new
concepts, we must overcome a tendency to resist
change. This tendency may be warranted by some
people given their prior experience; however that
should not mean that it must always be that way.
However, in any organization the need for change
must be balanced against the health of the
organization and its people. Different organizations
can move at different speeds. One of the biggest
factors in the speed of change and the adoption of
new processes and supporting technologies will be the
leadership of the organization.

The Benefits
There are also narrated PowerPoints that
discuss the new one-to-one tracking, one-toone dynamic marketing, strategic pricing and
nurturing loyalty approaches that are enabled
with CCPOSM. There are narrated PowerPoints
that talk more about what new things you can
do
with
CCPOSM.
Go
to
http://www.authorstream.com/channels/stevepinchuk/Custom

1) The Differences and Benefits of CCPOSM
Some people will be more willing to read further if
they first can see what the difference and benefits
are of this new approach and concept. Even
though I have barely outlined CCPOSM, some
readers will think that CCPOSM is nothing new or
that its benefits are not substantial enough to
learn about. For those people I offer the ability to
read the section below where they can get insight
into what the differences and benefits are before
they read any further.

to find these narrated PowerPoints.
When you go to the PowerPoints, start with
the 15 minute “summary” PowerPoint. The
PowerPoints can be viewed in full screen
mode. You can also go to the marketing
section of this book and read that Chapter to
learn more. However, that is like going to the
final chapter in a Geometry book and thinking
that you can understand the final chapter
without reading the preceding lessons. If you
go to the marketing chapter or the
PowerPoint now you will understand the
ability of CCPOSM, you will just not understand
the full value, how that value is unlocked
using CCPOSM or have a deep and broad enough
understanding to see how CCPOSM can apply to
your industry or company.

The Differences
After reading the brief overview of CCPOSM in
this chapter, if you think that CCPOSM is not
new and worth continuing to learn about,

However….
The choices are yours. Now you cannot simply
say that this is not new and ignore the
concept, unless you simply do not want to

er-Centric/

The next chapter of this book will address the need to
accept change. For the remainder of this chapter we
will discuss the differences and benefits of CCPOSM and
the agenda for this book.
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learn about something that is new and can
have a profound impact on changing the way
we treat customers and optimize our profits.

In chapter 2 we will discuss some of the common
questions that are often raised when advanced
predictive analytics is proposed to be used in a new
integrated system. The common questions will be
listed and then the points that they are really asking
will be stated. Then the points will be discussed. In the
next section examples will be given that support each
point in the prior section. The explanation of the
points will then be stated again after the example that
they apply to so the reader can see each question, the
example and the point together. This is intended to
explain why these common questions should not be
used to resist or question CCPOSM.

I would prefer, however, that you first allow
me to fully explain CCPOSM to you and explain
its many layers; since each layer is a different
“angle” or capability. Once you know the
layers you will better understand CCPOSM, you
will also understand how they interact with
and rely on each other. My goal is to get
readers to want to learn the next layer of new
information and to also assure that what they
have learned is understood well enough to
add a new layer without making things
confusing.

In chapter 3 CCPOSM will be introduced in more detail.
We will discuss why customer centric strategies have
been slow to be implemented and why CCPOSM can
change that, to assure that readers understand these
basic issues before more of CCPOSM is explained. Then
the new applications of behavioral economics that are
used in CCPOSM will be explained. The new economics
approach that led to CCPOSM will be described, the
CCPOSM concept itself will be further explained and the
new INELSM methodology developed to perform some
of the needed analytics will be explained. The
profound impact CCPOSM can have on distribution in
some industries will be discussed.

Applying CCPOSM to your industry
This book is written as an overview for readers
from multiple industries. These new ideas will
need to be calibrated and applied to fit each
industry and business model. That can only be
accomplished if you understand enough about
this approach, its concept and enabling
methodologies to adapt them to fit your
needs.

C. AGENDA

In chapter 4 more details about CCPOSM will be added.
The concepts that support CCPOSM will be discussed.
More detail on the lifecycles concept that is created
using INELSM will also be given. Next steps will be
defined.

I have always been told that in explaining something
to a person you should; tell them what you are going
to tell them, tell them, and then tell them what you
have told them. In this section I will explain the flow in
this book – what I am going to tell you in this book.

In chapter 5 the reasons that CCPOSM is fundamentally
different from other existing customer centric
methods will be outlined. There are people who
believe that organizations are already doing CCPOSM in
their current operations. This section gives details on
why CCPOSM is very different from anything that is
being done today. The primary foundation of lifecycles
and the resulting very basic differences from what we
do today are defined and discussed. Then the new

This first chapter explained my background and gave
some explanation of how that led to my development
of these new predictive analytics and integrated
systems ideas. Then we discussed a broad overview of
the CCPOSM concept, referenced where you could learn
how it is different and its impact on marketing, and
then addressed who my audience is for this book and
its ideas. This is intended to give some context and
background on how these ideas were developed.
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capabilities enabled by these differences are also
explained.

Steven Pinchuk

link to narrated PowerPoints that you can view to
better understand the impact on marketing and CRM
until those sections are finished. I suggest that you
review the Power Points when you reach the
marketing and loyalty sections of this book.

Chapter 6 discusses how CCPOSM needs to be
implemented. The best system in the world will fail if
it is not optimally or at least properly implemented
into daily operations. The changes that will be needed
in the organization to implement CCPOSM will be
defined and then discussed.

However, first another area needs to be addressed in
the next chapter. CCPOSM is the type of broad
proposed change that will lead some people to offer
often used basic questions and points on why they
claim this approach, concept and methodology will
not work. The following chapter addresses those areas
before a more detailed explanation of this new
CCPOSM concept and it supporting methodologies, and
their benefits and organizational implementation, are
given in later chapters of this book.

In chapter 7 we will discuss some of the challenges in
implementing analytics. Analytics can be either
proactive or reactive. The ways and steps in
implementing proactive predictive analytics will be
discussed. Applying analytics to different areas of the
company will be discussed.
Chapter 8 focuses on the impact of CCPOSM on
marketing. How marketing will change and then new
capabilities that marketing will have with CCPOSM will
be discussed. CCPOSM will have a very basic and
widespread impact on today’s traditional marketing
practices.
Chapter 9 will focus on loyalty programs with CCPOSM.
How will CCPOSM impact loyalty programs?
Chapter 10 will explain Revenue Management and
how it will change and improve when CCPOSM is
implemented. The history of revenue management
will also be given. Revenue management shares many
similarities (advanced and predictive analytics,
integrating systems, impacting many areas of the
company) with CCPOSM. We will discuss the evolution
of revenue management and how understanding this
may assist us in implementing CCPOSM.

D. HOUSEKEEPING NOTES…
Until I finish this book there are some notes I need to
share with the reader. Then this section will
disappear.
l have to finish some sections of the book on analytics,
marketing and loyalty; however, there is more than
enough here to describe these new ideas. There is a
Portions are Patent Pending
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II. QUESTIONS COMMONLY ASKED
ABOUT USING PREDICITVE
ANALYTICS & INTEGRATED
SYSTEMS

predictable questions from some people to this type
of proposed change that uses new predictive analytics
and integrated systems. This is particularly true if the
new approach and its concepts call for organizational
changes. Organizational change usually stirs up a
hornet’s nest of resistance to changing the security of
the status quo.

A. WHY USE EXAMPLES TO ADDRESS THESE
QUESTIONS?

The routine questions in the next two sections will be
brought up by those who want to retain the status
quo and/or do not truly understand the possibilities
from good analytics and systems. This may not be
entirely their fault; there are many suboptimal
systems in operation today. Well built and properly
applied predictive analytics systems exist.

In this chapter I will describe some basic questions
about change and technology that need to be
addressed at the beginning of this book, before the
new Customer Centric Profit OptimizationSM (CCPOSM)
concept is introduced in greater detail in the next
section. If this is not done, some people will bring up
these basic questions and use them as rationale to not
consider the new ideas in CCPOSM.

From years of consulting and presentations, I have
developed some examples to illustrate why these
basic questions should not be allowed to stop the
pursuit of improving existing processes or to develop
new better processes that can replace the old ones.
Sharing these examples at the beginning of the book
allows me to directly address these concerns upfront
before these basic questions are asked.

For the remainder of just this section the term
“CCPOSM“ will be used to not only mean the CCPOSM
concept, but also its approach and supporting
methodologies and organizational changes, needed to
optimally implement this entire new business process.
Later in the book I define the approach and
methodologies as entities that are separate from
CCPOSM.

Therefore, in this chapter, I will discuss both the
questions, and examples that address these points,
before they are brought up to question CCPOSM. The
questions that I will cover in these initial examples
have a common thread. The common thread is a
resistance to change and an attempt to find reasons
why the new capabilities should not be created or
used.

As I said in the last chapter, in any organization the
need for change must be balanced against the health
of the organization and its people. A culture of change
and striving for the best possible solutions is needed in
order to minimize the tendency to embrace the
familiar and not risk failure. Many leading innovators
have said that in order to accomplish new
breakthroughs a tolerance for failures must be
understood. The balancing of maintaining the status
quo and expecting new processes and improvements is
the underlying organizational expectation that will
either empower change or make it an unnecessary
risk.

It would be very disruptive to explain each question
and give its supporting example in the middle of
detailed discussions about CCPOSM. Therefore, I will
list and explain the questions in the next or second
section of this chapter. This will allow you to see these
questions in a short list and see they share common
threads. Then in the final section of this chapter I will
give some examples that support the questions and
make them easier to remember. In later chapters, I

My experience, gained from years of building and
operating
very
advanced
revenue
management/pricing/CRM/marketing systems, has
repeatedly been that there will be some very
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will refer back to each example at the appropriate
time or place in the explanation of CCPOSM.

that learning how to optimally apply the
new capability is not important. If it does
not work when it is applied the old way it
must mean the new capability is not
better than the existing way of
accomplishing the same thing.

B. A LIST & EXPLANATION OF THE
QUESTIONS WE NEED TO ADDRESS
This section addresses different questions often
brought up by people. The questions show how
change, particularly advanced analytics and integrated
systems, are resisted or misused. The examples that
illustrate these questions are given in the next section.
First, I wanted to identify and list these questions, in a
more compact listing, before I add the examples that
make the solutions to these questions memorable. In
this chapter you can review just the list and see the
interaction between the questions before the
examples are added.

2) WHY CHANGE?
YOU NEED TO UNDERSTAND AND
QUESTION WHY YOU DO SOMETHING A
CERTAIN WAY – It is not unusual for
people to accept what they have been
told and keep doing things that same way
and not understand why they keep doing
the same thing, the same way, over and
over. They even fight any new ideas or
methodologies and seem to be defending
the old ways as if they are defending their
own ideas. Einstein said, “The only
constant in the Universe is change.”
Change
makes
many
people
uncomfortable and they tend to resist any
change. The real issue may be that they
never understood why they did things a
certain way to begin with, therefore, any
change is not something that they can
consider and understand what is
changing, why it is changing and if that
change is good or bad. So they resist
change. This makes progress very difficult
and change a very emotionally unsettling
experience for these people.

While trying to find reasons to keep things the way
they are is a part of human nature, the way that we
already understand them, and we already know how
to make them “work”, this can be a major deterrence
to improvement and optimizing our actions. The
following points address the most common questions
that I have encountered. I will list the question in bold
text, and then restate the question as an issue, which
is really what needs to be focused on and addressed.
Then the question and the point that it brings up will
be discussed to explain why it should not delay
advanced predictive analytics.
1) WHY DOESN’T THIS WORK RIGHT?
THE PROPER APPLICATION OF A NEW
CAPABILITY - There is a problem that
many people do not use new concepts or
technology properly and blame it on the
concepts or technology and not on their
improper application of the new
capabilities. You have to use a tool
correctly for it to work the way it was
designed to function. Often people take a
new capability and try to apply or utilize it
the same way they did with the old
capability. There seems to be a feeling
Portions are Patent Pending
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3) HOW CAN YOU EVER GET THAT EXACT?
HOW EXACT SOMETHING MUST BE TO
WORK – Many analytics like forecasts, etc.
do not need to be 100% correct in order
to work. Markets change so rapidly today
that no forecast will remain correct for a
long period of time. Using analytics is
definitely better than not using it and
missing the benefits. The key is realizing
that what is needed is a better or a
practical solution and not an absolute or
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perfect solution. Some fighter planes are
basically aerodynamically unstable and
should not fly. Pilots cannot fly them
solely with manual control. The pilot’s
actions must be evaluated by computers
which make multiple corrections every
few seconds to keep the planes stable and
on the safe path the pilot’s last actions
have indicated. This is called “fly by wire”
and it works, although it is never exactly
right and each adjustment is never the
final adjustment that is needed. If the
computer did not constantly adjust the
airplane, and instead relied on the last
settings, the fighter would spin out of
control and crash. By using constant mid
course corrections applied with the
blazing speed of computers, far faster
than a pilot could react, the fighters have
become the most formidable airplanes in
the sky and any sane advisory in a normal
fighter would not dare to engage them.

even record all their interactions with
each customer in one shared database.
If this shared roadmap does not exist,
management has the impossible task of
trying to get everyone to do the right
thing…when the right thing is not
available for everyone to see and follow.
The result is resentment and chaos and
eventually giving up and letting everyone
follow their own interpretation of what
they should do as part of the coordinated
effort. Different people may even think
they need to target different goals.
5) WHY DO WE NEED ALL OF THIS
CUSTOMER
DATA
&
ADVANCED
ANALYTICS?
THE BENEFITS OF UNDERSTANDING THE
BEHAVIOR OF WHAT YOU ARE TARGETING
- Specific knowledge of what you are
seeking enables you to apply your efforts
much smarter and increase your odds of
success. Guns work better with high
powered scopes, being able to precisely
aim is an important factor in success.
Many people counter this with “analysis
paralysis” objections. They cannot
assimilate the masses of data that are
available and feel that their gut feel is
good enough. Many times their gut feel is
a subconscious assimilation of this data,
and they do not even recognize that. The
key is to assimilate the data, and turn it
into information that is actionable and
digestible in the routine decision making
processes that are being used. In many
cases the information is still too
overwhelming, even though it is more
organized than the raw data. In these
cases, which are becoming more frequent
as our data collection capabilities
improve, and behaviors change more
rapidly, information needs to be turned

4) WHY DO WE NEED ANALYTICS TO
IMPROVE OR COORDINATE ACTIONS?
HOW TO ASSURE EVERYONE SHARES THE
SAME GOALS AND UNDERSTANDS THEIR
ROLES IN ACHIEVING THOSE GOALS –
There needs to be a shared format and
shared information to use to assure
everyone has the same goals and ideas
when performing tasks in a coordinated
effort across a company. Without this
shared common roadmap different parts
of the integrated approach or solution
develop their own ideas, or get different
and conflicting answers from the same
data. The result is a combined approach
that is fragmented and may not share the
same goal(s) or actions. This inconsistent
and confusing approach is noticed by the
customer and many times the company is
unaware of the way the customer
perceives them. Most companies do not
Portions are Patent Pending
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into historical analytics, predictive
analytics (what is going to happen) and
prescriptive analytics (what is the optimal
response or action given what will
probably happen).

function. Often people take a new capability
and try to apply or utilize it the same way they
did with the old capability. There seems to be
a feeling that learning how to optimally apply
the new capability is not important. If it does
not work when it is applied the old way it must
mean the new capability is not better than the
existing way of accomplishing the same thing.

C. EXAMPLES THAT REPSOND TO THESE
QUESTIONS

2) Why Change? - Understanding and Questioning
Why to Do Something A Certain Way
A newlywed couple set down for their first holiday
meal together. The wife brought the Thanksgiving
turkey out and set it in the center of the candlelit
table among the many other gourmet dishes she
had carefully created for their first special dinner
together. The husband felt very lucky and smiled
back at his beautiful wife who had gone to a great
deal of trouble to decorate the house and prepare
a gourmet meal. He noticed that the turkey had
no wings; however, he thought that was a special
preparation technique and did not want to appear
crass or unappreciative so he said nothing and
enjoyed the meal.

Now let’s add in some illustrative examples that are
more memorable than my explanations and make the
same points in a more easily remembered and
communicated format. As I present an example in this
section, my explanations for that question/point from
the prior section are repeated again after each
example, so the two can be reviewed together,
without having to flip back and forth in the book, and
so they can support each other in addressing these
points. Obviously, if you do not want to read the
common points again, which are the indented text
paragraphs in italics after each example; you can just
read the examples.
1) Why Doesn’t This Work Right? - Proper
Application of a New Capability
Man first found fire when lightning hit a tree. As
man progressed he set himself apart from other
animals by being able to create and use tools. We
learned to rub rocks together to create sparks to
start a fire, then we made matches, lighters and
now we have cheap disposable, adjustable,
windproof lighters. Some people today curse that
technology never works right, as they squat in the
cold and the dark and furiously rub disposable
lighters against rocks, trying to get sparks to build
a fire.

A few weeks later they were at his wife’s mother’s
house enjoying Christmas dinner with her
extended family. His mother in law brought out a
turkey that also had no wings. Feeling there was
some secret recipe being used and curious about
its benefits the man asked, “What are the
benefits, Mom, of not having the wings cooked on
the turkey? I noticed that your daughter did the
same thing at Thanksgiving.”
His wife quickly added, “Yes, Mom, I have always
wondered that also.”

PROPER APPLICATION OF A NEW CAPABILITY There is a problem that many people do not
use new concepts or technology properly and
blame it on the concepts or technology and
not on their improper application of the new
capabilities. You have to use a tool correctly
for it to work the way it was designed to
Portions are Patent Pending
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Her mother said, “Well grandmother always
cooked her turkeys that way and they have always
been great! But I am really not sure why removing
the wings makes them so much better.” She
turned to her elderly mother across the table that
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had stopped eating and was listening and slowly
shaking her head.

they do not like. They will continue to say, “You
cannot possibly get that analytics right, or you
would be a Wall Street Billionaire.” Here is a true
story that helps explain why not being able to get
analytics exactly right should not be used as a
reason to not apply analytics...

Her mother, his wife’s Grandmother, set down her
fork and in an irritated voice said, “I never taught
you to do that! Our oven was too small in our old
apartment in the city to allow me to cook the
turkey with its wings attached. Why has both of
you kept doing this? I have always wondered this,
but I thought you must have had a reason.”

I worked at Martin Marietta Aerospace with a Top
Secret clearance on black world projects for
Defense, Intelligence and NASA. We had
exceptional engineers and mathematicians. They
did not get along in many work environments, and
I asked an older engineer why this was the case.
He told me that he had a true story that would
explain this.

UNDERSTANDING AND QUESTIONING WHY TO
DO SOMETHING A CERTAIN WAY – It is not
unusual for people to accept what they have
been told and keep doing things that same
way and not understand why they keep doing
the same thing, the same way, over and over.
They even fight any new ideas or
methodologies and seem to be defending the
old ways as if they are defending their own
ideas. Einstein said, “The only constant in the
Universe is change.” Change makes many
people uncomfortable and they tend to resist
any change. The real issue may be that they
never understood why they did things a
certain way to begin with, therefore, any
change is not something that they can
consider and understand what is changing,
why it is changing and if that change is good
or bad. So they resist change. This makes
progress very difficult and change a very
emotionally unsettling experience for these
people.

When he was in high school he went to the
guidance counselor asking if he should become an
engineer or a mathematician and what the
difference was in the two disciplines. The
counselor told him to imagine that he got all the
mathematicians and engineers into the gym and
lined them up with their backs against one wall.
He placed the cheerleaders against the opposite
wall and told the mathematicians and engineers
that each time he blew the whistle they could
move exactly half the distance towards the
cheerleader of their choice. The mathematicians
would all quickly leave and say that they were not
dumb enough to think that they ever get there.
The engineers would laugh and clap as the
mathematicians left and say that they could get
close enough for practical purposes.

3) How Can You Ever Get That Exact? - How Exact
Something Must Be To Work
There are people in companies, who do not want
change, or anything they cannot control. They will
point to change and say that it will not work.
Many of these people are also the people in
companies who do not want or like analytics to be
introduced into the business process. These
people become “snipers” who sit back and take
shots from undercover hoping to end the process
Portions are Patent Pending
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HOW EXACT SOMETHING MUST BE TO
WORK – Both are right. However, many
analytics like forecasts, etc. do not need to
be 100% correct in order to work. Markets
change so rapidly today that no forecast
will remain correct for a long period of
time. Using analytics is definitely better
than not using it and missing the benefits.
The key is realizing that what is needed is
a better or a practical solution and not an
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absolute or perfect solution. Some fighter
planes are basically aerodynamically
unstable and should not fly. Pilots cannot
fly them solely with manual control. The
pilot’s actions must be evaluated by
computers
which
make
multiple
corrections every few seconds to keep the
planes stable and on the safe path the
pilot’s last actions have indicated. This is
called “fly by wire” and it works, although
it is never exactly right and each
adjustment is never the final adjustment
that is needed. If the computer did not
constantly adjust the airplane, and instead
relied on the last settings, the fighter
would spin out of control and crash. By
using constant mid course corrections
applied with the blazing speed of
computers, far faster than a pilot could
react, the fighters have become the most
formidable airplanes in the sky and any
sane advisory in a normal fighter would
not dare to engage them.

The following example supports several points in
both example 4 and example 5. The points and
example in this example 4 will also support some
points in example 5. The two examples share
some points; however, example 4 has one main
point that is not shared with example 5.
a) Targeting
In classical music, there are numerous types of
music as well as different levels of complexity
in their delivery or performances.
Different types of music were written by
various composers and are from many eras.
The types of music range from Gregorian
chants to Mozart to Vivaldi to Beethoven.
Different people like different types of music.
People like various types of music at different
times, not all people react the same way to a
Gregorian chant. If you want someone to like
the music you are playing, and want more of
it, knowing the type of music that they like
and want at that time, and playing that type
of music for them, is a good idea.

We prefer to have exact answers to
questions and to have no doubt that there
is not a better way to accomplish
something. However, often the exact
answer is not needed to apply a better
way to accomplish something. Inexact, but
better, answers can be applied and
adjusted with enough frequency that the
results accomplish what is needed. Most
of the time this is better than the normal
preference of many people to not do
anything or to state that nothing better
can be accomplished and therefore they
should maintain the current status quo.

Performances are given by varying numbers
and mixtures of musicians. The performances
range from single instrument recitals to duets
to concertos to symphonies. Some people like
simple performances and some people prefer
complex symphonies – depending on their
moods. If you want someone to like the type
of music you are offering, and want more of it,
knowing the type of performance that they
like and want at that time, and playing that
type of music using that type of performance
is best.
Sometimes Mozart wrote for just the flute or
piano. At other times he used a fuller set of
instruments. Whether it is one voice singing a
Gregorian chant or a full orchestra performing
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony – they are both
very accomplished musical creations. The

4) Why do we need analytics to improve or
coordinate actions? - How To Assure Everyone
Shares The Same Goals And Understands Their
Roles In Achieving Those Goals…
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point is that people like different things at
different times and cannot be treated the
same. The better we can get at understanding
what music someone wants at this exact time,
and whether they prefer a simple
performance or need a more complex
rendition, the more each person will feel like
they want to continue having us play music for
them.

timing, harmony and interaction from all the
performers.
Applying This to Business Companies and
Customers
Interacting with a customer in business is
similar to music. In music there are varying
types of music and numerous types of
performances within each type of music. In
business
there
are
varying
products/offers/interactions (types of music)
and numerous departments in the company,
each with different ways to interact with
customers (members who together create the
performances).
Sometimes
one
product/offer/interaction is desired or optimal
and
at
other
times
another
products/offers/interactions are needed or
optimal. Sometimes a simpler customer
interaction is optimal and sometimes a
complex multi disciplinary approach is
needed.

Today, people have dozens of CD’s stored in
their smart phones and do not have to listen
to the radio where they cannot select what
they want to hear. We expect to get what we
want. Yet many companies still think that
“segments,” which are like the creation of
different radio stations for different jandras of
music, are the new marketing approach that
takes us into the 21st century.
Synchronizing Performances
A solo is far easier to perform than a
symphony. In order to perform a symphony all
the musicians and their different melodies and
harmonies must be led by a conductor who
keeps them all in perfect balance and timing.
However, even if the customer wants chants
with a single voice, that voice must be on key
and their timing perfectly matched to the
music. A chant with numerous singers gets
more complex and requires better company
and more perfect interaction between the
voices.

The key for business is knowing what type of
music (products) a customer likes, what types
of performance (interactions) will work best to
deliver that type of music, and how and when
to deliver this so that all the instruments are
following the same sheets of music and the
results appears to be in harmony to the
listener or customer. In business we need to
know how to best orchestrate all the
resources in a company to deliver exactly
what is wanted by each customer. We also
need to assure everyone in the company has
the same vision of the customer, and goals for
what needs to be delivered and what their
role is in the overall delivery or performance
to the customer. Interactions with customers
that are not appropriate, offering them
something they have never asked for that is
inconsistent with their past behavior, will
damage the relationship with the customer

The better we can get at delivering the music
in perfect timing, harmony and interaction –
the more the customer will like the
performance and react accordingly. One key
requirement for delivering music that has
perfect timing, harmony and interaction is
assuring that all the musicians are playing
from the same sheets of music. The sheets of
music provide a structure that assures optimal
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just like a Gregorian chant will damage the
mood of a Mozart piano solo.

that customer. Therefore, since there are no
shared sheets of music, the conductor cannot
assure that all the musicians (departments)
are playing the same music (message to the
market) with the same beat, tempo and
mood. The customer sees this while the
company continues in blissful denial…

If a customer gets an offer that does not apply
to you many people assume they are on a
“junk mailing list,” which is the customer
equivalent of a “segmented batch and blast”
marketing strategy, and they stop reading
future offers and feel like they are a target for
the company and not a partner with the
company. They feel the offer showed they are
not known or treated as an individual. We are
paying to alienate our customers by using
antiquated marketing techniques.

There has been no predictive written and
mutually shared roadmap for each note or
step. I believe that before CCPOSM this
capability did not analytically exist. Often, the
audience is not hearing what the musicians
each individually believe they are creating.
Remember that the audience (customer)
hears the combination of all the instruments
(departments), not each one instrument
(department) individually. Like the conductor,
most of the time, the business leaders cannot
assure
that
all
their
instruments
(departments) are optimized to blend into and
create the total desired symphonic affect that
should be delivered to the customer.

The power of piano recital can come from the
smooth complexity and precision that one
instrument can bring to the ears. On the other
end of the spectrum, the uniqueness and
power of a symphony comes from its perfect
blend of all of the many instruments in the
orchestra. Each instrument in the symphony
adds a different contribution to the total
overall performance and the overall impact of
the combined instruments on the audience.
Sometimes in a symphony solos highlight the
special impact of the flute, trumpets or the
drums while at other times the blending of all
the sounds, each going in their own directions,
while in perfect synchronization, creates a
magical or complex and forceful sound.

Today companies do not have the sheets of
music that truly predict what each customer
wants or needs to be done to nurture and
optimize the lifetime value of each customer
at any given time. So obviously there is no
sheet music for all the departments to share.
It is not that the different areas in the
company that interact with the customers
that are failing. The issue is that sheet music
for these performances have not been created
yet so everyone has had to ad lib their parts. It
is the company as a whole that has failed to
adequately support the needs of its different
customer facing areas. CCPOSM can change
these shortcomings.

However, today in business, the many
different types of instruments (departments)
needed to create the total message of a full
symphony or chants have not had the same
sheets
of
music
to
share
(for
example…analytically
derived
lifetime
customer centric behavior profiles and the
resulting strategic goals for nurturing that
customer at this time). Many times today
different areas of a company take the same
customer data and even come up with very
different profiles and/or conclusions about
Portions are Patent Pending
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There are ways to overcome this and assure
that all the instruments are playing what is
needed to optimize the overall affect of the
music for each customer. However, first, we
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need to understand that there is an issue and
how to address it. Hopefully this example has
helped you understand my concern and the
new approach and methods that I will propose
in this book. In this book I will discuss and
introduce
a
CCPOSM
approach
to
accomplishing these goals of assuring that
everyone is playing from the same sheets of
music.

Below is a true example of the necessary
interaction between CRM and
Pricing/Marketing/Loyalty.
I live in South Florida and teach scuba diving on
weekends. One morning, as we went out to sea in
the dive boat, I noticed two divers next to me
getting ready for their dive. The divers were going
spear fishing and were deciding where to target
their dive. If they dove on the top of the reef the
fish they would encounter would be different then
the fish population that lived on the bottom of the
reef nearer the sand. They decided to dive along
the tops of the reefs for the entire dive and to
target for a type of fish found on reef tops.

HOW TO ASSURE EVERYONE SHARES
THE SAME GOALS AND UNDERSTANDS
THEIR ROLES IN ACHIEVING THOSE
GOALS – There needs to be a shared
format and shared information to use
to assure everyone has the same goals
and ideas when performing tasks in a
coordinated effort across a company.
Without this shared common roadmap
different parts of the integrated
approach or solution develop their
own ideas, or get different and
conflicting answers from the same
data. The result is a combined
approach that is fragmented and may
not share the same goal(s) or actions.

After the dive the underwater hunters had no fish.
They had not even seen any fish to try and catch
on top of the reefs. To make matters worse, as we
went back to port we saw a fishing boat coming
into port. Their nets swayed on the support arms
hanging over the sides of the fishing boat. The
fishermen were sorting through their catch, and
throwing back many fish they did not want, so
they only kept the best fish to fill their limited
refrigerated hold. Also onboard they could see
long fishing poles and other fishermen washing off
the poles. The poles had been used to target
Yellow Fin Tuna, and a large catch of Tuna were
waiting to be taken to the docks.

If this shared roadmap does not exist,
management has the impossible task
of trying to get everyone to do the
right thing…when the right thing is not
available for everyone to see and
follow. The result is resentment and
chaos and eventually giving up and
letting everyone follow their own
interpretation of what they should do
as part of the coordinated effort.
Different people may even think they
need to target different goals.

I realized - this is an example of the need for
proper targeted marketing and pricing based on
an understanding of the behavior of what is being
targeted. It is also based on what is expected to be
available given where we are and what we can do.
The divers selected one region to target and luck
was not with them and the reef top fish were not
there that day. They did not know the behavior
patterns of the fish on that reef at time of the day.
The fishing boat was hunting in a different way.
The boat knew that for some types of fish they
could not predict which fish would be out at what
times and depths. So the boat had multiple nets

5) Why do we need all this customer data and
advanced analytics? - The Benefits of
Understanding the Behavior of What You Are
Targeting
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that were fishing at many levels at the same time.
The boats knew that this way they would increase
their chances of success by targeting schools of
fish with broad and sweeping moves (literally
what nets accomplish). Therefore they would
capture whatever fish were out where they were.
They combined the use of multiple nets with prior
knowledge and experience of where to fish and at
what times and depths. The fishing boat would
rather sort through a catch and throw back what
is not wanted (good revenue management),
instead of targeting one area and not filling their
refrigerated storage holds. This is similar to a
broad segmentation approach where they did not
have enough knowledge to target one type of fish
in a one to one relationship. Then in addition,
using fishing poles, they targeted one type of fish
which they knew where to find, and were very
successful. Nets could not catch the Tuna, they
swim too fast, however, poles with hooks baited
with their favorite food worked very well. They
had targeted many different types of fish.

you keep based on the results of the numerous
specific places where you attempt to target fish.
These are real time decisions, and with this
knowledgeable CCPOSM based approach, and good
predictive and proactive revenue management,
you can have the option of having these decisions
to make instead of being empty handed or not
capturing enough demand. Most traditional RM is
more like inventory control and will just try to fill
the refrigerated holds, and not attempt to
optimize their contents.
THE BENEFITS OF UNDERSTANDING THE
BEHAVIOR OF WHAT YOU ARE TARGETING Specific knowledge of what you are seeking
enables you to apply your efforts much
smarter and increase your odds of success.
Guns work better with high powered scopes,
being able to precisely aim is an important
factor in success. Many people counter this
with “analysis paralysis” objections. They
cannot assimilate the masses of data that are
available and feel that their gut feel is good
enough. Many times their gut feel is a
subconscious assimilation of this data, and
they do not even recognize that. The key is to
assimilate the data, and turn it into
information that is actionable and digestible in
the routine decision making processes that are
being used. In many cases the information is
still too overwhelming, even though it is more
organized than the raw data. In these cases,
which are becoming more frequent as our
data collection capabilities improve, and
behaviors change more rapidly, information
needs to be turned into historical analytics,
predictive analytics (what is going to happen)
and prescriptive analytics (what is the optimal
response or action given what will probably
happen).

The broad and sweeping nets are the segments in
today’s marketing, bolstered with some CCPOSM
insights on their behavior as a group, even if not
enough individual data to target those fish one to
one. The poles are the individual one to one
CCPOSM approach for customers who we have
more data on. Revenue management is the art
and science of knowing 1) how much space there
is to fill in the refrigerated hold, 2) what the most
profitable fish are that can be targeted to fill that
hold, 3) where the fish are and how to best
capture them, and 4) what fish to throw
back…even before the hold is filled
Like the fishermen, we need to target multiple
market segments at different prices at the same
time. Then select what demand to accept. We can
use poles to target one to one relationships. We
need to use prior knowledge to predict where and
when to target customers and target more than
one market at a time. You can control which fish
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D. OTHER QUESTIONS USING ADVANCED
PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS & INTEGRATED
SYSTEMS

maintaining good customer relationships. These
were mission critical strategic systems. I was a
builder and a user of these systems, and I also had
to train other people how to use these very
complex systems. The good news is that there are
some very well built advanced predictive analytics
systems. The bad news is that there are some
unbelievably badly built advanced predictive
analytics systems, and some very poor training,
perhaps even worst, on how to use these new
tools. My belief is that one of the key differences
comes from whether the systems were designed
by or with the substantial collaboration with the
end users and/or prior users, or whether the
system was designed by people who have never
attempted to accomplish the tasks that the
system was built to address. The best approach is
a healthy and collaborative partnership between
users and developers.

Predictive analytics and advanced systems are
required for the CCPOSM concept and supporting
methodologies. Let’s discuss for a moment how we
can improve and embrace these capabilities so they
add more value to CCPOSM.
1) Decision Support Systems versus Black Boxes
The INELSM methodology supports the CCPOSM
concept. INELSM is a very complex system that
must gather, track, analyze and predict all the
individual customer behavior patterns, at their
lowest levels, where data can be gathered for all
the behavior patterns of each individual customer.
These patterns must them be aggregated,
compared, analyzed and instantly updated 24/7,
after each new interaction, to answer questions
about each customer where a single INELSM is one
factor in a more complex combined behavior
pattern. Many readers will believe this cannot be
accomplished in a system. Many people thought
new fighter jets could never fly, much less out
maneuver traditional proven fighter jets.

A tool is useless if it is not usable by the end user.
To be usable by the end user the tool must fit into
the way the user needs to use the tool in daily
operations. Tools need to be built to operate so
they support users existing processes, as long as
those processes are valid. Users should not be
asked to change their processes just to utilize tools
unless another process is better. If developers
cannot take the results of their programming and
determine how to make is seamlessly usable in
daily operations – then they have failed miserably.
I have seen too many expensive tools relegated to
not being used because they are too difficult to
use. Users may need training to use advanced
tools, however, once trained they should be able
to use them in daily operations. Only if a totally
new analytical process and benefit are found
should users be asked to change the way they
work.

I propose this is because there are some basic
premises of good systems that must be followed,
which the readers may not have seen followed in
other systems that they have experienced. If the
following guidelines are followed, an INELSM
system can be built that can accomplish what is
needed to support the CCPOSM concept and be a
valuable decision support system for users and the
organization.
There is a great deal of confusion and damage
control that is needed in this area. I have reached
this conclusion from many years using and
managing very complex revenue management,
marketing and CRM analytical systems in daily
operations. The systems cost millions of dollars to
build and they leveraged millions of dollars in
revenue while also impacting the success of
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A system should not be a black box. A black box
gives a solution as an output; however, the user
cannot see how or why the system arrived at that
solution or answer and the user cannot adjust the
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output. This is, again, a programming issue.
Systems need to be valued decision support
systems. A decision support system gathers all the
data, performs calculations that users need, and
then presents the answers in a way that users can
use the results and understand how the results
were created. Users need to be able to easily
manually override or adjust any system, and have
the system remember these changes and perform
a post mortem to see if the change was correct
and what the impact was of their adjustments.
Often, in my experience, this has led to users who
learned to accept most of the results of the
system.

future to assure that we get the greatest return on
our analytical investments.
1) Focus on the biggest and highest value
opportunities
2)
Within each opportunity, start with
questions, not data
3) Embed insights to drive actions and deliver
value
4) Keep existing capabilities while adding new
ones
5) Use an information agenda to plan for the
future
Have we been successful at working on the most
obvious shortfalls where there are long standing
questions? We have struggled with how to
implement our findings into daily meaningful
business decisions and have attempted to do this
by creating new stand alone systems. Each new
system stands alone in its own silo. Yet we feel
that we have been successful and want to be
allowed to rest inside with this limited success.
We have not failed at what we have tried to
do…we have failed to attempt what are really
needed – functionally integrated advanced and
predictive analytics systems.

A good system should be able to succeed in the
80/20 or 90/10 rule. That rules says that an expert
system, one that patterns decisions on how an
expert would arrive at an answer, should be able
to make 80% or 90% of the decisions based on the
data and arrive at an acceptable enough
confidence interval that the decisions can be
automated by the users. This leaves the users with
10% or 20% of the decisions that they have to
make using the system. For these decisions the
system has gathered all the data and performed
all the analysis – and the user can assimilate this
and make the decision.

While the ideas from the IBM/Sloane MIT report
seem very basic, there are few companies that
actively follow these guidelines, accept for the
first guideline. Everyone understands the concept
of targeting the “lowest hanging fruit.” However,
the four remaining points tell us how to assure
that we are indeed targeting the highest value
opportunities and get the most from this lowest
hanging fruit.

2) How to Optimally Implement Advanced
Predictive Analytics
In the future we will have a better understanding
of how to optimize advanced predictive analytics.
Instead of solving and implementing analytics the
way we do today, we will learn how to capture
much more value from new analytical successes
and learn how to implement those advances into
our business decisions with much more fluidity
and timeliness.

Most analytical projects today try to answer
questions that have already been created, instead
of stepping out of the box and asking the real
probing questions that would bring us the most
value. We are targeting what non analytical minds
have told us are the lowest hanging fruit, which
have the greatest value opportunities. However,
we are not picking all of the fruit. Instead we are
taking the closest grapes off the large bunch of
grapes that are almost touching the ground.

In the 2010 report from IBM and Sloane MIT
entitled, “Analytics: The New Path to Value”
several ideas are stressed. These ideas describe
how we should use predictive analytics in the
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Having the right answer, one that you have
imagined having for a long time, and not knowing
how to optimally use it is a terrible position to be
in. The truth is that many people will not even
grasp this predicament and will never realize that
they are constantly in this position and don’t even
realize it. Insights that are derived from advanced
analytics are useless in increasing profitability if
they cannot be used within the streams of daily
business decisions. The process of business can
and should be changed where needed. However,
asking business to use revelations that do not fit
into the existing or desired stream of business
decisions, and not being able to justify this
request with increased productivity or profits, will
not result in success.

We have come a long way in developing advanced
analytics and predictive analytics capabilities.
Future successes will rely on our ability to
integrate these capabilities into the daily work
flow and assure that we are targeting the question
that we really need to be asking. The answers are
not the goals. Having the answers enable better
implementation of other processes will result in
much larger successes should be the goal.
In the aerospace industry there was a time when
the light bulbs went off and a few at the most
advanced companies realized that the success of
building one piece of a large project was by
definition limited. They went out and became
systems integrators who could take the smaller
pieces built by each vendor and integrate them
into a live and fully functioning system. NASA and
DOD did not want to become the systems
integrators. They wanted to hire a company that
could do this and that would be responsible for
making certain that everything worked as
specified in the project documents. This is like a
general contractor in a home remodeling project.

We must realize that new concepts and new
revelations take time to become familiar. In the
interim, taking away existing supports will only
exasperate the tension on those who are
responsible for the success of the business. New
discoveries and added insights need to be given
time to become familiar information that the
business seeks when solving issues. If we weaken
our existing supports while we add new weight to
our load, then we are setting the stage for failure.
While the US had superior technology during the
cold war, the US was held in check by the
knowledge that Russia had several generations of
systems in operation in each critical area and we
could never be certain that we would be able to
neutralize all of them.

Someone needs to step up and take on this role
within the organization. For example, CCPOSM
requires integrating the advanced analytics from
several disciplines in a company. Someone needs
to assure that all the pieces work together and
that there are no silos. Someone needs to be
strong enough to embed analytics into integrated
systems so people do not have to use them as
tools. Would you prefer to build your own car
from parts or buy one from someone who made
all the parts under a master plan and then
assembled and tested them to assure that the
resulting total system was complete and optimal?

Have you ever tried to build a database without
any advance planning? Then you understand the
vital role that vision and planning plays in complex
information management projects. Within each
discipline and across all the functions of a
company, we need to assure that we plan each
step to lead to the next one and that our path is
straight towards a long range goal. Individual
projects that are not meant to lead into each
other or towards a predefined long term target
can waste time and resources. We need to
integrate all of these paths from separate
disciplines into a common roadway. (see the
diagram on page 57)
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We are just beginning to understand the true
power of advanced analytics as a tool. Tomorrow
we will discover their power within integrated
systems.

E. SUMMARY
CCPOSM is an integrated system that uses new
advanced predictive analytics tools. In this chapter we
have discussed some of the common points that
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people use to resist or mistrust applications that use
advanced analytics and create integrated systems.
Through the use of examples I have explained why I
feel people have these propensities and how they can
be addressed. Much of what needs to be done is
educating people about how good systems can and
should be developed, integrate with business
decisions and function in day to day operations.
Now that these potential areas of misunderstanding
have been identified, addressed and explained using
examples that should be memorable, we can move
forward and begin to describe the many layers and
functionalities possible in CCPOSM.
If you begin to think that something will not work,
think about the examples and see if one applies.
When I was in Martin Marietta and completing my
Executive MBA we had an IT course that talked about
the limits of data transfer speeds, etc. At that time I
was working with classified systems that were
exponentially faster than the ones the professor
claimed were “at the limits.”
Limits are more a matter of perspective and
determination than physical boundaries. We are lucky
that many of our past inventors did not listen to
others who were telling them they were attempting
the impossible.
I have no doubt that in the not too distant future
people will look at what I am proposing and ask why I
didn’t have a longer term visions and a more
aggressive approach.
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III. WHAT MAKES CCPOSM WORK

Macroeconomics is the “study of economics in
terms of whole systems especially with reference
to general levels of output and income and to the
interrelations among sectors of the economy.ii”
Macroeconomics is typically used to study the
economies of whole regions or countries.

In the first chapter there was an introduction to the
new CCPOSM concept. In this chapter we will discuss
the strategic layers that enable CCPOSM. We will take a
closer look at the Nano Entity EconomicsSM (NEESM)
approach, that guides CCPOSM, and the Individual
Nano Entity LifecyclesSM (INELSM) methodology, that
empowers this CCPOSM concept. Then we will explore
using this new methodology and concept as a new
systematic solution to assure that companies reach
their goal of optimizing total long term profits, while
nurturing and optimizing the lifetime value of each
customer. The layering that I discussed in the first
chapter will begin. The chapter after this one adds a
more detailed layer about this new approach, concept
and methodology.

Microeconomics is “a study of economics in terms
of individual areas of activityiii.” Typically
microeconomics is thought of as the study of
individual or connected markets instead of
macroeconomics focus on whole economies.
Behavioral economics studies “the effects of…
social, cognitive, and emotional factors on the
economic decisions of individuals… and the
consequences for market prices, returns, and the
resource allocation. ……. primarily concerned with
the bounds of rationality of economic agents.
Behavioral models typically integrate insights from
psychology with neo-classical economic theory.…
iv
”

A. NANO ENTITY ECONOMICS – A NEW
SYSTEMATIC
IMPLEMENTATION
OF
BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS THEORY AND
THE FOUNDATION FOR CCPOSM

“Nano Entity Economics” (NEESM) is a new name
that I have created to describe a new formal and
systematic way to apply Behavioral Economics to
understand and predict individual entities
behavior patterns. This can be applied in the daily
operations of any company that can identify and
gather information on their individual customers
through the use of a CCPOSM system. NEESM builds
a live 24/7 enterprise wide system that
analyzes/models/understands/predicts all of the
actions of each individual customer.

Now let’s explore further the approach, concept
and methodology that can optimize lifetime
customer value and long term corporate
profitability.
The CCPOSM concept is powered by a new
methodology that is described more fully in the
next section of this chapter. At this time, what is
important, is realizing that this new CCPOSM
concept is based on a new approach to applying
an existing type of economic theory. Therefore, a
quick outline of the different types of economics is
a good idea at this time so you can understand the
type of economics behind CCPOSM.

This is not focusing on the economy as a whole
(macroeconomics) or how customers and
suppliers
interact
with
each
other
SM
(microeconomics). NEE focuses on the individual
actions and behavior of each individual customer.
NEESM is a way to apply, base actions on and
realize the implementation of behavioral
economics in the daily operations of
organizations. NEESM uses a new analytical

Economics is “a social science concerned chiefly
with description and analysis of the production,
distribution, and consumption of goods and
servicesi.” Economics studies the behavior and
interactions of economic agents resulting in how
economies work.
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method and conceptual framework. NEESM is a
way to systematically benefit from behavioral
economics in a quantitative manner.

http://www.google.com/patents/US20110016058?printsec=abstract
&dq=ininventor:steven+ininventor:pinchuk&ei=z19eTPAHaqfiAfU3py2DQ#v=onepage&q=ininventor%3Asteven%20ininven

Unlike most behavioral economics, NEESM is not a
theory, an ad hoc analysis or post mortem
analysis. NEESM is a live 24/7 analytical system that
applies a new analytical process that answers
these behavioral economics and other questions
in real time. NEESM constantly analyzes the
behavior of each individual; after each new point
of data about that individual’s most recent
action(s) are available.
NEESM‘s results are
constantly updated and analyzed in real time. This
information is always available to be used in any
decisions, throughout the organization, where this
information would add value. Why did that person
do this? What can I predict they will do in the
future based on an integrated analysis of all their
prior behavior patterns where I can collect data,
from both inside and outside of the organization?
What is their value to me as a customer? How
should I treat them based on their value and my
other customers at this time?

In this book I will focus on the new capabilities
that we gain from the CCPOSM concept that are
enabled by INELSM.

tor%3Apinchuk&f=false.

2) Process
Remember that things will be developed in
layers…here is another layer on INELSM – it is not
the last layer.
INELSM analyzes each individual’s actions, across
all of their known behavioral areas, where data
can be collected, using both internal and external
data.
INELSM focuses the following analytics on each
individual’s actions, in all these behavioral areas,
as well as new emerging areas, and areas where
behavior patterns combine to create new
behaviors.
INELSM determines, based on prior actions,
what factors by these individuals, either within
that same behavior pattern or other behavior
patterns, led to or foreshadowed their current
actions. After enough time and analysis,
including correlating results from other
entities who have exhibited similar INELSM
nano behavior patterns, these assumptions
can be confirmed within an acceptable
confidence interval.

B. INDIVIDUAL NANO ENTITY LIFECYCLESSM
–
A
NEW
METHODOLOGY
FOR
UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS
1) Definition
Individual Nano Entity LifecyclesSM (INELSM) is a
new patent pending predictive analytical modeling
methodology that empowers NEESM. INELSM
focuses on building individual customer analytics
at the smallest levels of behavior (nano) for each
individual’s (entity) behavior patterns (lifecycles).

INELSM also predicts their lifecycles, or lifetime
expected behavior in each of these areas, and
in areas that appear to be influenced by these
known behavior patterns.

INELSM can be very complex and deep or it a be
applied at a less detailed level. It is outlined in a
100+ page Patent Application. I will not dive into
the complexities of INELSM, at that level, in this
book. The Patent Application and its methodology
are published online by the US Patent &
Trademark Office and the patent application is
Portions are Patent Pending
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INELSM also allows tracking of the actual
behavior of each individual against the
predicted behavior and appropriate actions
can be taken in real time to reinforce or
attempt to change behavior.
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3) Behavior patterns are the basis
A fundamental premise of INELSM is that within
each individual, and the decisions that they make,
and therefore the actions that they take or will
take, there is form of logic and therefore a cause
and effect. It may not be your logic; however, it is
logic to that entity.

There is an old saying that you make a decision by
not making a decision…
Customers have many different factors driving
their decisions and behavior patterns including
but not limited to – frequency, thing(s) purchased,
revenues, date(s)/day(s) of purchases, reactions to
promotions, reactions to interactions from the
company , numerous demographics factors, visits
to web sites, pages viewed, external customer
centric information etc. These factors will be
different for different industries, companies,
customers or even dates/times, etc.

There is order in what to others may seem chaos.
Scientists and inventors often have unraveled
what seemed to be incompressible patterns. Once
they are understood they appear structured. The
issue is that the “key” to understanding these
actions needs to be discovered to unlock the
chaos. It is only chaotic because we have not
applied the correct key. My hope is that the
systematic and formal approach of INELSM can be
one of the keys to help in unlocking and applying
behavioral economics in routine decisions.

4) INELSM are the key
If the patent pending INELSM (Individual Nano
Entity Lifecycles) approach is used, CCPOSM is
leveraged by this new predictive process that
creates these numerous specific types of
lifecycles. INELSM’s are calculated, maintained,
analyzed and tracked for each customer
(Individual) at the lowest levels (Nano) of that
customer (Entity) for each of their behavior
patterns (lifecycles).

Decisions and actions are not random and
thoughtless. Even if these decisions do not make
sense to anyone else, there is logic or a pattern to
that person within that person’s history of
decisions. If we use mathematics, and we gather
ALL possible customer information, in many cases
we can determine the logical process or the cause
and effect that is being followed by that individual
for a particular type of behavior.

Almost any decision, interaction or action of a
customer can be tracked using an INELSM.
The patent describes that INELSM’s are created,
aggregated, regressed against each other and
used to predict numerous different predictive
lifecycles for that customer. The analytics applied
to the lifecycles can be driven by the
relationship(s) between the numbers themselves
and/or user insights or organizational needs.

Each behavior pattern must be analyzed both on
their own and in association with other behavior
pattern(s) that the data shows has an impact on
the prior behavior pattern(s). We do not have to
determine why they are making certain decisions,
although that would be great to know, it is at first
important to just be able to understand what
decisions/actions they are most likely going to
make going forward in time given their past
history of decisions/actions.

These lifecycles are a key new methodology in
optimally applying and implementing the CCPOSM
approach of basing decisions on individual
customer predictive profiles derived from each
customer’s many behavior patterns. INELSM’s are a
very unique concept that plays a large role in
setting CCPOSM apart, in many ways, from what is
being done today.

Each action is assumed to be the result of a
conscious or subconscious decision – not chance.
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5) Creating INELSM
INELSM uses the term “lifecycle.” A lifecycle, for
INELSM, is a unique individual behavior pattern or
attribute from a behavior pattern for one
customer or entity. A lifecycle can be represented
over time as that behavior or attribute changes.

process, leave that to the “batch and blast” of old
segmentation approaches.
Then lifecycles are each analyzed and in some
cases aggregated where indicated by the analysis.
However, they are never just maintained or used
at an aggregated level. This could hide important
changes or indications at the individual lifecycle
level. Think “nano” not as in molecular, not as in
atomic…think “nano” as in quark. INELSM needs to
see all actions at the smallest level first, and then
it can aggregate and summarize them as long as
these actions are supported by the individual
lifecycles.

INELSM should be created for ANY behavior or
attribute of a customer that can be identified and
where individual customer data can be gathered.
For too long we have listened to people who tell
us what data we need before we mathematically
determine the relevance of all the data. This is not
the optimal way to deal with data about human
behavior. There are many correlations we are not
consciously aware of and looking for.

6) Visualizing INELSM
It is easier for our minds to think about this in the
form of two dimensional graphs. Imagine that the
x axis is the timing of a behavior – either in linear
time (a value for each minute or hour or day, etc.)
or the x axis can correspond to the count of each
action and not its time, i.e., action #1, action #2.
The Y axis is the value for that action, possibly a
dollar value, a number value (# times something
was done), a specific value as in a product bought
(PC, printer, modem, etc.).

The INELSM process should have access to ALL
customer data so it can use constant multivariate
and multi-level analytics to determine any
possible interactions or correlations whether they
are direct or indirect. It is what we do not already
know that will give us the greatest value and is,
therefore, what we need to assure we can find.
INELSM is a formal, systematic, 24/7 process for
determining both what the historical behavior was
and what the most likely next behavior and
lifetime behavior will be from that customer for
that area of behavior. I will outline the process
without diving into the mathematical formulas –
which are far beyond the scope of this book.

The idea is that lifecycles can exist for any
behavior. As we plot behavior we get a graphic
depiction on this two dimension example. We can
plot the historical behavior for each behavior
pattern or attribute using this methodology. We
can maintain them automatically and instantly
when new data arrives in our database. This is a
good time to stress that data updates must be
immediate.

INELSM’s goal is to create INELSM type “lifecycles”
for each behavior or attribute of each customer.
Each lifecycle is created on its own and
maintained on its own. After every new piece of
information is received, that information is
immediately added to the existing lifecycle and
the analysis is started again. We need to know
what that new action tells us and how we need to
change that lifecycle and any other lifecycles that
correlate to that lifecycle that just changed due to
a new piece of information. This IS NOT a batch
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7) Predicting INELSM
Imagine that you take one lifecycle behavior or
attribute and on the graph you add a data point
for each observation for all customers who had
that same behavior pattern or data. You end up
with what is called a scatter graph with no lines or
correlations drawn between points. Now imagine
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that you draw lines to connect data points for
each individual whose actions are on the graph. If
you take a statistical method, you can determine
all the individual behavior patterns that are within
a statistically acceptable deviation from each
other. There are many ways to do this. Once you
determine patterns that are similar you can dial
the similarity in and out to find those that are very
similar or somewhat similar. You can determine
an acceptable threshold given the deviations or
volatility of the observations.

Now for each behavior pattern you know if the
entity is following a pattern that has been seen
before and statistically how probable it is they will
follow the rest of that lifecycle pattern.
We have just been on one level so far. That is too
easy. Behavior patterns are not isolated to one
behavior. It is very probable that for most
behavior patterns, or lifecycles, there are other
lifecycles than can statistically be shown to have a
great impact on a future predication of behavior.
We need to identify these correlations or
influences and account for them in our
predictions. We need to aggregate lifecycles into
groups where the lifecycles share these influences
and factor this into our predictions for each
lifecycle.

Now you have individual entity behavior patterns
that were all very similar, and you can decide how
similar – over their average, over their average
with a limit on any one deviation, etc. You can
take these and create a statistical “average”
pattern, for all of the patterns you deem to be
similar. You can create from your similar group an
average data point on the x axis (you can use
methods to weight the average for key
observations if needed like trend) for each point
on the y axis from all the members of that group.

We also need to take into account the past
pattern of this lifecycle. The past pattern, for a
few of the many observation points, may have a
very heavy weighting on the expected future
actions.
We need to look longitudinally, laterally and in
specific detail across many lifecycles and their
interrelated factors to predict a future lifecycle’s
behavior. No, this will not be exact. However, I will
give you a fighter jet of your choice, where you
have full control and exact implementation of
your actions, and I will take a fly by wire new
fighter jet and let’s see if my fly by wire becomes a
liability for my success. We can discuss this if you
can eject fast enough after your plane is destroyed
in the first engagement.

You now have an average behavior pattern for
that similar group. You can set upper and lower
thresholds on what behavior is acceptable as
variance from that average curve in order to still
consider the behavior within the realm of that
cluster of individuals’ behaviors.
You can look at all the patterns that made up the
average and determine statistically how probable
it is that a person who shares the first “n” points
on the average curve, with a standard deviation of
“x” and a maximum deviation of “y” will be to
follow that average curve over its entire lifetime,
or its next “z” data points. You can use this to
predict the future behavior of entity’s for that
behavior pattern or lifecycle. With each new data
point for each new entity in that “average” the
analysis must be reconsidered and adjusted where
needed.
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8) Once INELSM are created
Numerous updated lifecycles, expected customer
value(s) (lifetime, strategic, etc.)/expected
customer behavior patterns, actual behavior
patterns and supporting analytics are derived
using the INELSM methodology. These are
constantly updated and maintained for each
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customer so companies can access them and act
accordingly.

are based on the aggregated and/or interactive
behavior patterns of all the interactions and
actions observed or known about a customer.

INELSM’s can predict many different behavior
patterns for one customer including but not
limited to - lifetime value, near term value, long
term value, product path, frequency, attrition,
expected and unexpected changes in behavior
patterns and whether the changes are good or
bad, etc.

You also cannot accomplish this beginning with
segments, or aggregated observations, because
you do not have any indications of what led up to
the final observations. You must track individual
entity behavior at the smallest possible nano
behavioral level and then aggregate it through a
hierarchical structure and determine what
lifecycles influence other lifecycles to utilize
lifecylces in predictive customer analytics.

Each customer is tracked against their expected
lifecycles and one to one actions/reactions are
taken by the company to nurture them along their
path and let them know they are a valued
individual partner and not just part of a segment.
An organizational action/reaction can be
automated or it can be suggested by CCPOSM,
based on INELSM methodology, and approved by
users. This is very different from most of today’s
CRM and marketing interactions with customers
which do not have lifetime expected behavior
patterns for each customer for multiple behavior
areas and too frequently think that “sub
segments” are enough segmentation to
understand their customers.

Explaining this concept any further and how it is
accomplished is not within the scope of this book.
However, the pending patent is published and can
be reviewed by the reader.

C. USING INELSM AND CCPOSM
This will open up a powerful new understanding of
each customer that can be used to leverage and to
create better tactical and strategic customer
centric pricing, true long term one to one
marketing, one-to one nurturing and lifetime
affinity instead of just loyalty.

9) Summary
In segments we only know that the members
share certain attributes, at that time, and we do
not know how different their other attributes are,
were or will be. It is what we do not know that
endangers our relationships with these customers
when they get “segment appropriate” interactions
that are inappropriate given their other attributes.

This will also create a new predictive capability for
understanding the true lifetime value of each
customer. Today, the lifetime value of a customer
is usually calculated by taking the “average value”
of their recent historical activity and extrapolating
it forward for an “average” expected lifetime time
period. Multiplying averages times averages is not
very precise or individualistic. Assuming the
average of the past equals their behavior in the
future is also questionable. Behavior is typically
not the same over long periods of time.

Lifecycles are based on the statistical premise that
although individuals are unique, there are
patterns and groupings (clustering) in their
behavior that allows us to create families of
lifecycles that represent numerous customers who
exhibited similar behavior for that one attribute or
behavior pattern. As explained in the patent,
lifecylces should be built in hierarchical series that
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INELSM will allow us to create more individualistic
and predictive lifetime behavior patterns, called
“lifecycles,” instead of our current point by point
projections. There will be more on how INELSM
creates and uses lifetime lifecylces later.
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1) Market Trends
Because of the nature of INELSM, CCPOSM will
also identify and understand market trends as
they begin, at the individual level, long before
the changes are noticed in the changed
“average behavior(s)” of a market segment or
group of individuals in a market.

circles while everything else has moved
forward?
Where there is enough individual customer
data, NEESM can use INELSM to take individuals
out of segments and interact with them as
individuals based on the results and
predictions (tactical, strategic and lifetime) of
INELSM. INELSM can look at all of each
customer’s behavior patterns, across all the
areas where the company has access to
behavioral data (can include demographics,
finances, psychographics, etc. not just
“actions” with the organization) for that
individual, and determine many behavioral
patterns that we do not know in the
“segment” approach.

Tracking individual customer’s actions against
our predictions allows us to better determine
what factors led to these changes. This may
be used to predict market changes, as well as
what factors we could change to induce
desired behavior or deter or reverse
undesirable behavior, one individual at a time
instead of for an entire segment.
2) Segments
Today most pricing and marketing is done for
market segments based on a “snap shot” in
time. Today, when we deal with segments, we
take snap shots of a group of people as they
are now, and find a group or sub segment that
share some attributes at that point in time.

In a segment approach a person may belong
to many different segments, however, we
never see all of their attributes explained with
a focus on that customer. Segments have
made us focus on the target list and not on
the individuals who make up that and many
other segments, or target lists. We have
allowed a very tactical perspective to control
the way we treat our best customers and
based our strategic well being on a tactical
approach.

We do not know what led the people in this
selected segment to share these selected
attributes. We do not know if they are likely to
stay the way they were when we took the
“snap shot,” if they are “passing through” that
state of being on their way up or down as
their behavior changes, how fast they are
moving and if that movement is erratic,
constant or directional. Most segments that
are used today are at best an uncertain frame
in time based on a few characteristics. We
really know very little about today’s segments
– yet we keep using them and relying on them
as the basis for many of our marketing plans.

3) Understanding why
INELSM can begin to determine the answers to
the questions asked in the prior paragraph.
INELSM can identify and understand what has
preceded the actions or attributes of the
individual that led to where they are now. A
segment approach would simply place them in
the sub-segment with others with the same
selected attributes at this point in time.

Since the inception of the use of segments we
have sent men to the moon and learned to
store 128GB on the end of a pencil eraser.
Why have our marketing efforts spun in tight
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Were these selected attributes to identify the
sub-segment seemingly arrived at randomly
for this individual, were they part of a trend,
or were they a long term status for that
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customer? What other factors does INELSM see
that appear to contribute, in this person and
others, to developing this targeted attribute?

Steven Pinchuk
Where data is available for an
individual, we can use strategic pricing
that optimizes the lifetime value of
each customer. Once we do this, a
very intriguing and basic new pricing
question emerges, since it is then
something we can now accomplish.

INELSM can understand the trend in a
customer’s own nano behavior patterns as
well as the correlation of that same behavior
with other nano behaviors for others in the
segment. INELSM enables a longitudinal and
latitudinal perspective instead of just a static
“snap shot” perspective.

Is using strategic customer centric
pricing, to optimize the lifetime value
of each customer, more profitable, in
the long term for the organization,
than the current practice of using
tactical pricing that
“targets”
customers as demand that is needed
to fill tactical demand curves?

4) A common sheet of music to coordinate all
actions
We can use the individual customer analytics,
predictions and lifecycles of each customer to
assure that all areas of the company have the
same profile for that customer. This assures
that all areas of a company treat the customer
the same way by sharing the same “goals” for
that customer, and that therefore the
company nurtures the optimization of the
lifetime value of each customer.

6) Supply Side
The INELSM model gets its results from the
information that it is fed and the relationships
that it finds. The relationships are not based
on knowing subjectively what is being
analyzed.

We can move customers from loyalty to
infinity by using INELSM results to instantly (if
desired) interact with them after an
interaction, as soon as possible, with the right
message/offer/price for them given where
they are in their numerous lifecycles. This is
far more nurturing, predictive and accurate
than the “batch and blast” approach of
segment marketing.

This should also work on the supply side of the
company to understand and optimize supply
chains and supply management. On the supply
side of the company entities, instead of
individuals, exist and the entities also have
unique behavior patterns that can impact the
supply chain. Knowing these behavior
patterns in a live 24/7 quantitative system will
add great value.

5) New Strategic Questions
A NEESM approach that uses INELSM leads to
two interesting and perhaps new questions
that would then be explainable and worthy of
consideration…

7) Total Enterprise Optimization
If both the demand and the supply sides of a
company were concurrently optimized using a
NEESM approach, which uses INELSM, proactive
and nano entity level total enterprise
optimization would be possible.

Pricing
With a NEESM approach, that uses
INELSM to accomplish CCPOSM, we can
stop using tactical pricing on all or
most customers.
Portions are Patent Pending
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We could create an integrated understanding,
integrated analytics and proactive integrated
controls from the smallest levels of entity
behavior on both the demand and the supply
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sides, to the largest macro level decisions a
company has in balancing and optimizing their
supply and demand sides of the enterprise.

In some industries only the suppliers, or in other
industries only the distributors with the direct
customer contact, have this customer centric
information. They can calculate customer centric
incentives. Others would not have this detailed
customer information and could not sell these
customer centric specific offers using the
methodologies described in this book. Companies with
the customer data can invoke the right to protect their
customer data.

We could optimize supply to match expected
demand, since our demand forecasting would
be greatly improved by understanding trends
and changes at a nano level instead of waiting
for them to surface at a macro level.
Today, often, long range plans determine the
supply that is created and then marketing is
used to alter demand patterns to utilize the
predetermined supply. If we can change this
approach, could we then stop using pricing
and marketing to target customers, on the
demand side, in order to sell the organization’s
production or supply? Instead, could we use
the more detailed INELSM understanding of
individual customer patterns and demand to
better forecast total demand and in turn have
that drive the creation of the optimal supply
based on this demand?

Suppliers who have direct customer contact could
avoid paying distribution fees or commissions for
selling to repeat customers who they would prefer to
have buy in their own store or on their own
brand.com websites. Distributors and others could still
sell to new customers; however, this change would
drive most repeat customers to the same stores,
brand.com websites and call centers.
If true customer centric analytics is used, the
information is very sensitive and proprietary. If the
companies without the customer information want to
have the companies with the customer information do
the calculations and return the customer centric rate
to them during the booking process, the amount of
communication and the time delays would disrupt the
distributor’s booking process and the delays would
lose customers.

This could require an agile supply chain as
well as, perhaps, a tactical buffer to apply in
unexpected demand spikes that are not
predicted.
8) Long Term Supply Side Optimization
Then we also have a similar question for the
supply side that we just asked on the demand
side. Is optimizing the supply side based on
lifetime value more profitable than tactical
optimization of entities on the supply side?

CCPOSM can change the relationship and sales process
through the distribution chain process and greatly
improve profits for some suppliers.
However, the real reason to develop a way to
systematically develop CCPOSM is to retain loyal
customers and increase lifetime customer value and
enterprise profitability.

D. POSSIBLE IMPACT OF CCPOSM ON
DISTRIBUTION
There is another benefit for some suppliers in
implementing true individual customer centric pricing
and availability that relies on individual customer data
and advanced analytics. For those companies this is a
very important footnote to understand before reading
considering the value of CCPOSM and its new concepts.
Portions are Patent Pending
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E. SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS
NEESM is an approach that provides the framework for
a new concept to optimizing the lifetime value of each
customer that is called, CCPOSM. CCPOSM is enabled
using a new methodology, INELSM that can track and
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predict the behavior patterns of each customer at the
level of all of the customer’s individual behavior
patterns.
In this chapter I have focused on the underlying
concepts of CCPOSM as a new approach to customer
centric optimization. I have described how CCPOSM can
be optimally applied using INELSM as the methodology
that can enable CCPOSM. However, CCPOSM has many
other attributes that are required to realize CCPOSM.
INELSM is a foundation and there are many additional
levels to the CCPOSM approach that still need to be
explained and included in CCPOSM.
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IV. MORE DETAILS ABOUT CUSTOMER
CENTRIC PROFIT OPTIMIZATIONSM
(CCPO )

Companies want to know their individual
customers better, and enable more individual
customer relationships and interactions in pricing,
marketing, loyalty and other interactions. This
would allow organizations, wherever enough
customer data exists to make this possible, to
create stronger and closer relationships with their
customers. This would let them greatly reduce the
use of customer segments.

SM

This section chapter will build upon the previous
chapter. Now you should have a good idea of the
NEESM approach, the CCPOSM concept and the INELSM
methodology. You should understand how these areas
integrate to create this new approach to customer
and company optimization.

However, companies have not begun to really
make these fundamental changes in their
relationships with their customers. Instead most
companies have been applying limited and old
methodologies, with some new technologies
improving the old methodologies, to existing
concepts and approaches. This has resulted in
companies that cannot understand, create and
maintain true customer centric relationships.

In this chapter we will discuss these areas from some
different perspectives. Doing this will allow you to
better understand the capabilities of this new
approach as well as the interactions that will be
needed to implement it throughout an organization.
We will begin in section one by discussing using the
CCPOSM concept without INELSM methodology. Then in
section two we will explore how the CCPOSM concept
operates by answering some expected questions
about CCPOSM. Sometimes answering questions can
help solidify the ideas that have been discussed. Then
we will explore the concept of lifecycles further to
assure that they are understood as a primary
requirement of a true CCPOSM concept. We will end the
section and chapter by discussing what we have
learned in this chapter plus what our next steps will be
in learning these new ideas.

To truly create customer centric relationships
between companies and customers requires new
concepts, approaches and methodologies.
Applying new methodologies to old concepts and
approaches will not create the systematic and
predictive analytical results needed to nurture
customers through their lifetime relationships
with organizations.
This book is not about a new or better way to do
what we are doing today; this book is about a
new approach, methods and ways to accomplish
something that has not even been attempted yet.
A systemic approach to enable true customer
centric interactions at the individual customer
level, which takes into account all the behavior
patterns of an individual, and their interactions
and effects on each other, as well as predicting all
of each customer’s many lifetime behavior
patterns and their resulting lifetime value(s) is
new.

A. THE IDEA OF CUSTOMER CENTRIC
INTERACTIONS IS NOT NEW, HOWEVER,
A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO
IMPLEMENTING IT IS NEW
1) Why Are Companies Not Doing this Now?
The idea of a company wanting to be customer
centric and create true wide spread customer
centric relationships and interactions is not new.
Many companies are talking about “customer
centric” strategies and optimizing the “customer
experience.”
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The proposal to have all customer data and
analytics in one central place in the company,
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where there is ONE customer profile that is
created, maintained and used to guide all
company interactions, and where all the areas of
the company get the data is also new. We must
keep areas from developing their own versions of
the truth….and we must have all interactions
recorded in one place where everyone can see
them.

their customers – except when it is convenient
and meets tactical objectives.
2) What Do We Need To Do To Begin Optimizing
Our Relationships With Customers?
We need to change our approach – We need to
change our guiding principles upon which we base
our actions. What is needed is a new approach
and not just new or additional methodologies. We
need to rethink;
1) Our basic approach and goals to how
we interact with customers
2) What a customer is to the company
and who owns them
3) At the most basic levels how we have
been treating them
4) How they must be treated.

CCPOSM‘s goal is to optimize the lifetime value of
each customer, which will in turn optimize the long
term profitability of the company. This is a new
strategic approach to profit optimization.
Targeting customers tactically as we do today,
only when the company needs demand, and then
not nurturing them when demand is not needed,
will not optimize a customer’s lifetime value to
the company. This current approach allows
competitors to steal customers when they offer
them tactical promotions. Churn and sales
acquisition costs are very expensive. Wherever
possible, we need to change to a lifetime and
strategic approach to nurturing and maintaining
our customers – and optimizing profitability.

This takes a new mindset, a new approach, not
just new ways or methodologies that can
accomplish what is needed under the existing
approach or mindset.
What has been lacking, that will allow companies
to implement true integrated customer centric
strategies is:
1) A way to accomplish this new
approach that gives companies the
required new predictive analytics
capabilities for customer behavior
patterns,
2) New systems to implement these new
analytics into the business operations
as key drivers of everyday decisions
throughout the company,
3) An understanding of the new
organizational chart and departmental
integration that will be needed to
support this new approach and its
concepts
4) An organizational wide agreement
and mandate on who owns the
customer and rules for how customers
can be approached by different areas
within the company.

Companies today have not been optimizing the
lifetime value of each customer as its main goal.
We have relegated customers to become
members of “segments” who are targeted with
actions that verge on abusing them. This has
resulted in many customers not even wanting to
review or receive any interactions from the
company, and we lose them to competitors.
This approach to how customers are viewed, what
our goals are in our relationships with them, and
how we treat and interact with them must change
at the most fundamental levels. This is CCPOSM‘s
goal – a new approach, a new way of thinking.
In most companies customers feel no loyalty to
the company and companies show no loyalty to
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This book describes a new approach and
methodology that fulfills these needs and allows
companies to build Customer Centric Profit
OptimizationSM (CCPOSM).
1) A new methodology to analyzing and
predicting lifetime customer behavior
patterns and value is introduced.
There is a continually updated
predicted lifetime profiles (lifecycles)
for each customer for each of their
behavior patterns, where we have
enough data for all of their individual
behavior patterns
1) A way to create a live 24/7 system
that implements and applies this new
methodology and makes it available
instantly to anyone in the company is
explained. All the areas in the
company that interact with customers
share the same customer profiles and
goals for each customer (predictive
customer profiles)
2) A new organizational structure, new
responsibilities and new rules for
departmental interaction concerning
customer centric strategies are
explained.
2) A new organizational mandate that
the customer is a resource of the
whole company. They must be
cherished and interacted with. All
actions are based on what a new
integrated organizational structure
believes is in the best lifetime interest
of the customer – not the latest
tactical need.
3) There is someone in the company
assuring that everyone nurtures each
customer based on each customer’s
predictive customer profile.

customer analytics to create one to one dynamic
pricing, availability and other interactions,
companies could reward known guests. Better
rates, availability, marketing interactions,
customized websites and tailored loyalty
programs would evolve. Guests with higher
lifetime profit potential could be rewarded and
retained. This would increase loyalty, allow true
one to one marketing and be a necessary step
towards customer relationship optimization.

B. IMPLEMENTING THIS NEW APPROACH,
CONCEPT, METHODOLOGY AND
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
We just added some very important layers to CCPOSM
in the prior section. We gave a lot of details about the
approach, concept and methodology that can be
implemented into a systematic application. Now to
assure that all the pieces are understood and their
interactions are known, let’s look at this from
different perspectives.
Understanding these ideas from different perspectives
will assure that we truly understand them and this
also prepares us to adapt CCPOSM for different
industries or areas. There is some repetition in the
areas below; however, I think that reading this will
help place the pieces in the earlier section together in
some new perspectives.
1) Understanding the relationship between the
approach, the concept and the methodology
CCPOSM is not just a theory. CCPOSM is a new
concept for interacting with and treating
customers, using new methods and organizational
structures, which enables the systematic
mainstream application of Behavioral Economics.
CCPOSM is not just the analytics, CCPOSM is the
analytics PLUS the goals and principles that must
guide ALL day to day interactions with customers
and all actions that can affect customers.

If individual customer centric strategies were
used, and companies began using true individual
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Behavioral Economics is systematically applied to
each individual customer and each individual
customer becomes the operational focus of the
company. Let’s take some of the things we just
said CCPOSM will enable us to do and organize the
ideas about the approach, concept and
methodology a little more clearly instead of just
focusing on one perspective.

the best way to optimize total long term
organizational profits.
Customers are no longer treated as tactical targets
when demand is needed. Pricing and marketing
are continually used as a one to one avenue to
assure the company is optimizing that customer’s
lifetime affinity instead of using pricing and
marketing to just generate tactical profits.

2) A New Multi-Phase Idea –
Nano Entity EconomicsSM (NEESM) is an approach
that routinely and systematically applies
Behavioral Economics to understand and
optimally interact with individual customers
throughout a company. NEESM is based on
understanding, predicting and applying individual
customer behavior patterns. NEESM implements
Behavioral Economics using a systematic and
proactively analytical new system that uses new
predictive behavioral pattern capabilities. This
allows companies to focus on, track, interact with,
predict and optimally nurture each individual
customer using a system instead of relying on
“segments” and “batch and blast” mentalities.

CCPOSM integrates all the areas that interact with
customers - CRM, marketing, pricing, loyalty and
analytics and assures that all of these areas
customer interactions follow the same customer
profile, shared goals and valuation for each
individual customer.
CCPOSM optimizes each individual customer’s
loyalty and lifetime profitability to a company.
CCPOSM is the symphony conductor who is assuring
that each patron in the audience is given the type
of music that they want, when they want it and
performed flawlessly, based on the specific
taste(s) of that patron.
As the orchestra conductor, CCPOSM assures that all
the instruments (areas of the company) are
playing from the same sheets of music - the profile
for that patron created by the CCPOSM team. The
conductor knows what the patron wants and has
given that to his orchestra on the sheets of music
to assure that everyone has the same idea of what
is supposed to happen next, as well as throughout
the performance.

Once we try to interact with each customer one
to one the amount of control and analytics
required will necessitate the use of a system.
Remember my examples; all systems are not
black boxes, out of control, hard for users to
interface with and out of control.
NEESM provides the framework for a new concept
called CCPOSM, which is enabled by new predictive
analytics methodologies.

If the patron’s behavior changes, the music may
also change and new sheets of music will be
provided to the orchestra members. The orchestra
members are responsible for delivering their
performances and the CCPOSM team is responsible
for providing the music sheets, assuring they are
followed and assuring the patron is happy with
the total production and overall experience.

3) Using a New Concept –
A new concept, called Customer Centric Profit
OptimizationSM (CCPOSM), is used to implement
this new NEESM approach.
CCPOSM proactively optimizes the lifetime value of
each individual customer based on the belief that
optimizing the lifetime value for each customer is
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4) Enabled by new Methodologies & Organizational
Changes –
New methodologies and organizational changes
are required to implement the CCPOSM concept.

areas of the company use this profile and adhere
to its guidelines to nurture that customer at that
time.
6) CCPOSM has Many Additional Applications
The NEESM approach, CCPOSM concept and INELSM
methodology, their benefits and organizational
implementation are the focus of this book.
 These ideas can be applied to any
organization, business or non business,
that can track individual customer or
member data
 I will use the word “company” in
the book; however these ideas
can also apply to organizations
that
are
not
considered
businesses.
 These ideas can also be used to track and
predict the behavior of vendors or entities
on the supply side of the company,
however, this book will focus on the
demand side of the business.
 This book is written in a “generic” format
to apply across many industries. This
means that readers can adapt and apply
these ideas to their industry and business.
That does not mean that these ideas will
not apply directly to your industry and
business.
 The basic INELSM methodology deals with
numbers and the relationships between
the numbers. It is not industry specific
and will find behavior patterns in the
data from any area where patterns exist.
 Then industry and business model
expertise will be used to adapt
these findings to that company.

Many organizations have never had an orchestra
conductor or played from sheets of music.
CCPOSM‘s goal is a detailed understanding and
predictive capabilities for each customer. Each
customer’s individual actions are tracked against
these predictions.
These new customer analytics are developed in
one central place in the company using a new
patent pending predictive analytics methodology
called Individual Nano Entity LifecyclesSM (INELSM).
INELSM develops, updates, tracks, predicts and
aggregates historical and predicted lifetime
lifecycles across all the known behavior patterns
for each individual customer.
The new centrally developed and maintained
individual customer behavior patterns and
predictions are used to assure that all
organizational interactions with the customer
optimally nurture the lifetime value of that
individual customer and make them feel like the
company cares about them as an individual.
The customer is a corporate asset and no longer a
target passed around between areas of the
company to achieve tactical performance goals.
And by the way…many incentives and
departmental goals will have to change so that
people do not have dysfunctional incentives that
fight CCPOSM.
5) Today Many Companies do not Even Aggregate
or Have All of Their Interactions With Each
customer.
They certainly do not use predictive analytics to
create a customer profile that nurtures and
optimizes the lifetime value of each customer.
And they most certainly are not assuring that all
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individual customer, instead of segments. This
new
approach is supported by new
methodologies. This approach is not available
today using current methodologies.

to implementing Behavioral Economics - Nano
Entity EconomicsSM (NEESM).
INELSM whether applied to the demand or supply
of a company deals with NEESM. Before, in
economics most people were just trying to
understand the aftermath of customer decisions
and trying to understand in broad terms what a
number of people had or were going to decide
about a specific decision. Our point of
understanding and interaction was with segments
and not individuals.

What are Individual Nano Entity Lifecycles
(INELSM)? CCPOSM uses a new patent pending
customer
centric
predictive
analytics
SM
methodology, INEL , which predicts the lifetime
behavior patterns and the resulting lifetime value
of each customer (customer can refer to any
entity that interacts with or belongs to the
“organization”). This improves and systematizes
the interactions and offers that are sent to each
individual customer. This nurtures and optimizes
the lifetime value of each customer by creating a
true multilevel one to one customer interaction
with each customer. INELSM is not being
accomplished today by existing solutions or
systems. Reading the patent application and the
list of functionalities enabled by INELSM in the next
section of this chapter should eliminate that
misconception.

With NEESM and INELSM we are starting to try and
understand, model and predict the decisions
made by individuals at a very detailed and low
level of their behavior. The factors described and
tracked in Micro Economics can be better served if
we can gain an understanding of the individual
customers who make up a market and not always
have to use and assume the average behavior is
sufficient.
NEESM is a tool chest and INELSM is one tray of
tools in that chest. These tools will need to change
and be improved and people will need to learn
how to optimally use them. However, the benefit
of doing this will be the ability to understand and
even predict some of the very detailed factors
that are applied in customer decisions in the
economics process.

What is Nano Entity EconomicsSM (NEESM)? A lot of
CCPOSM is based on the fact that people make
decisions and do things based on values and prior
decisions and pre dispositions.
Things are not random, even though they may
seem unfathomable. What is needed is a way to
understand the rationale that was behind things
so that they can be understood and future actions
can be predicted.

Where is CCPOSM applied? CCPOSM can be applied to
both the demand (customer) and the supply
(vendor/supplier) sides of any company in any
industry that can track customer or vendor
behavior. CCPOSM can have a very broad impact
across an organization. If CCPOSM is applied to both
the demand and the supply sides of a company
true enterprise optimization can occur where both
supply and demand are adjusted and balanced for
optimal overall enterprise profitability. In this
book we will focus on CCPOSM in the demand side
of the company that interacts with customers.

If we break down a person’s many predispositions
and prior decisions at their smallest levels of
behavior and interaction, we can use this as a
key/model to better understand them at a very
detailed and “nano level”. We can use this as a
key in the future to predict how they may act or
think. This is a new systematic application of an
existing field in economics called Behavioral
Economics. I have called this systematic approach
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INELSM is a powerful decision support engine that
can drive both automated actions/reactions to
customers, suggest actions/reactions or just serve
as a decision support for manual decisions. Alerts
and suggested options are produced by the
CCPOSM system and sent to users to approve,
change or allow to automatically be implemented.
Due to the frequent customer interactions
required by CCPOSM, a certain amount of
automated customer interactions will be
necessary. This flexibility can be created as
needed for users or customers based on system
inputs. INELSM is not a black box.

What does CCPOSM accomplish? CCPOSM integrates
CRM, RM, Loyalty and Marketing by requiring all
of these areas to interact with each customer
based on the recommendations of a new a shared
predictive customer analytics model/layer, INELSM¸
that creates new individual customer lifetime
profiles. This new INELSM layer and its models are
an asset that belong to the company and they are
maintained as a companywide asset and resource.
This new INELSM layer is not maintained or created
by individual areas of the company to suit their
individual needs. CCPOSM predicts the future
lifetime behavior and value of each customer for
many or all of their behavior attributes (explained
further later). Some less known customers will
remain in segments; however, CCPOSM’s goal is to
gather enough information to move many
customers out of segments and into one to one
relationships using CCPOSM that uses INELSM
methodologies to predicted individual customer
lifetime
behavior
patterns,
values
and
relationships.

What unique capabilities does INELSM enable?
INELSM enables the creation of one to one CCPOSM
specific
prices/availability/benefits/offerings/actions/inter
actions/etc. by the pricing, marketing, loyalty,
CRM and distribution areas in the organization.
Using INELSM, one to one tracking and
communication with each customer against their
numerous individual predicted lifetime behavior
patterns can be created, implemented and
monitored. This enables the company to react
optimally and instantly to the customer in order to
realize the goal of CCPOSM which is to nurture each
individual customer and enable them to achieve
their optimal lifetime profit potential for the
organization.

It is very expensive to contend with customer
churn and sales acquisition costs and far more
profitable to utilize technology to build as close
and favorable a relationship with customers as
possible, particularly with repeat customers.
How does INELSM operate in an organization?
INELSM is not an ad hoc analytical tool; it is an
ongoing systematic process where each individual
customer’s lifecycles across many behavioral
attributes are continually updated with the latest
customer actions/reactions.

In the long term it is more profitable to optimize
the lifetime profits derived from a customer than
it is to optimize short term profits and not
optimize lifetime profits. Loyalty can be turned
into affinity. Departments will stop acting in silos
and targeting the customer for their different
tactical purposes, with different views and goals
for each customer, some of which can confuse
and alienate the customer. Pricing can become
strategic based on lifetime value and stop being
tactical based on short term needs.

Lifecycles are kept constantly updated, aggregated
where statistically significant and ready for use
across the organization. Analysis of lifecycles, their
changes, predictions, effects on each other,
trends, etc. are also continually calculated to see if
anything has or is changing.
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The entire company will appear to the customer
to be aligned and share a common view and
attitude towards each customer, as well as sharing
an integrated approach and goal for optimizing
that customer’s lifetime value to the organization.

Total Enterprise optimization will inevitably
increase total profitability at the company since
the company will have the tools to proactively
plan for and obtain equilibrium by simultaneously
adjusting both sides of the demand - supply
equilibrium at a nano level.

Today many customers feel that the company
views them as a tactical target for different
department’s efforts. The efforts of different
departments may appear to the customer to view
the customer differently and place different
values on the organization’s relationship with
them as a customer. In CCPOSM the customer is
“owned” and nurtured along their relationship
with the company and they are no longer allowed
to be just a name in a database that is shared
across the company as a target.

CCPOSM is far more than just INELSM However,
INELSM is a key to CCPOSM. Unless many things in a
company are changed, INELSM will fail. INELSM is
like an engine in a car, without brakes, a steering
wheel and transmission the engine cannot
perform as expected and required.
Many of the things that can be done to optimize
customer profitability, that do not rely on
lifecycles, can be done and then plugged into and
work with the lifecycles to create CCPOSM. CCPOSM
is not just the lifecycles! CCPOSM is a whole
approach, not an analytical methodology.

What is Total Enterprise OptimizationSM? Applying
CCPOSM to the demand side of the company will
bring unique and very measurable improvements
in not only the customer relationships but also in
enterprise profitability from the demand side.

D. CONCERNS
I know that what I am saying may be controversial
and to some even threatening; however, I believe that
it needs to be considered. Like many things in our
past, I believe there will come a time when people will
wonder why it was not always that way.

When the same INELSM concepts and some of the
CCPOSM concepts are applied to the supply side of
the company we can achieve Total Enterprise
OptimizationSM and some very unique things will
happen. Once there is CCPOSM / INELSM applied
across the organization, both the demand and the
supply sides, then equilibrium can be achieved
proactively through the balance of supply and
demand achieved from the application of these
predictive analytics on both sides.

What are some of the concerns people will have with
this proposal and its concepts?
Larger more profitable companies can afford to apply
and build the systems to apply these concepts easier
than smaller organizations, since larger companies will
get a greater return. Like most technology, including
RM systems, eventually these models and systems will
become affordable to the smallest organizations,
perhaps through software as a service or cloud
computing. However, even the smallest least
sophisticated company can begin applying these
concepts today, without the systems and models.
Manual application of these concepts can begin by
using them to impact your top customers today.

This will allow the proactive and direct planning
and targeting of both the supply/demand sides to
move both simultaneously towards a planned
equilibrium that can be proactively obtained
through INELSM and CCPOSM. Today in many cases
companies use demand to try and match supply to
reach equilibrium with supply and the customer
has become a target.
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Almost 10 years ago, casino hotels advanced revenue
management (RM) into a more analytical customer
centric model that includes ancillary revenue streams
calculated from the past gaming losses of individual
customers, recognizing the great differences in
gamers’ expenditures in the casinos. Over 90 casino
hotels around the world now use Rainmaker’s
customer centric RM bid pricing system
(http://www.letitrain.com/). I have used and
implemented this system in dozens of properties over
many years and know that for casino resorts it can
already be used to perform the RM and pricing
function at a customer centric level needed in CCPOSM as long as we can develop the customer lifecycle data
to feed into its existing RM models and process. This
same type of bid-price could use inputs on the lifetime
customer value to create true dynamic one to one
strategic pricing. The system needed to implement of
CCPOSM pricing for casino resorts already exists. It can
be built for other industries.

actions/interactions across the whole enterprise.
CCPOSM is far more than INELSM.
The concept requires a new approach to how many
areas of the company interact with each customer.
This new approach is supported by a new patent
pending predictive analytics methodology that
enables the new approach.
It is possible that other predictive analytics
methodologies could accomplish some of the
functionalities of the patent pending methodology.
This book is not about selling the patent idea.
However, without the new patent pending
methodology, or something very similar, in my
opinion, the new concept could not be completely
implemented.
Therefore, the new patent pending methodology, or
something very similar, is an integral part of this book.
However, a portion of the benefits of CCPOSM can be
achieved without INELSM. It should also be noted that
the entire CCPOSM concept should be implemented in
layers and in individual areas of improvement for
existing capabilities like CRM, marketing, Loyalty, etc.
These improvements can occur individually and then
be integrated with INELSM when it is available.

There is absolutely no thought that I have all the
answers to what I propose, however, I do think that I
have some concepts that merit discussion. With the
thoughts of others added, and with the concepts
improved through further discussion, the framework
for a very profitable change can begin. This is a true
win-win for both companies and customers.

F. SUMMARY

This brief book will not be enough space to present or
defend the position as thoroughly as will be required
since it will touch on many existing areas within
organizations. It may be easy to find faults and dismiss
these concepts. Hopefully, I will have the opportunity
to create an online public dialogue with interested
readers to explore and mold these concepts into
actionable initiatives.

Now you have a basic understanding what the goals
are of this new idea. You understand that this book
will introduce a new plan for implementing systematic
company wide customer centric strategies that rely on
a new approach, NEESM.
You also understand that this approach is not
currently being tried and that to achieve the goals of
the new CCPOSM approach requires that our current
approach is changed and not just that new
methodologies can be added to our current approach.

E. PARTS OF CCPOSM CAN EXIST WITHOUT
INELSM

In the next section of this chapter, I will identify some
of the specific differences that the INELSM
methodology, when added to CCPOSM, creates that

CCPOSM requires that companies take a new approach
to customer relationships, analytics, pricing,
marketing, CRM, loyalty, distribution and all customer
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enable a very unique approach to customer centric
optimization with very powerful new functionalities.
These may repeat some prior information and add in
an additional layer.
So, with these acknowledgements and additional
information identified, let the discussion continue in
more detail….
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V. WHY CCPO WITH INELSM IS
FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT
FROM EXISTING CUSTOMER
CENTRIC METHODS

Steven Pinchuk
end up sticking you in far more
damaging and painful areas –
and you may never know this
has occurred.

SM

ii.

Customer Centric Profit Optimization (CCPOSM) is a
systematic approach to nurturing and optimizing the
long term or lifetime value of each customer. Many
functionalities in CCPOSM, when enabled by C
methodologies, enable functionalities that I felt were
needed when I managed pricing, marketing and CRM
in large companies. Necessity is indeed the mother of
invention. So what are the unique capabilities and
functionalities that are enabled by using CCPOSM with
a methodology like INELSM powering the underlying
individual customer predictive analytics across
multiple behavior patterns and attributes?

This is traditional Micro
Economics – the study of
markets. In CCPOSM with
INELSM, the focus is on
understanding the individuals
and their decision making
process. This is NEESM and is
one level deeper than micro
economics.

Many customer analytics models today use
“averages” of the segments to “represent”
the behavior of all the members of the
segment.
i.

There are two areas where CCPOSM and the
INELSM methodology create a fundamental
difference

The characteristics of the
members of the segments may
be similar in some areas and
very different in others.

ii.

1) Segments – Most Companies Today Use
Segments, Not Individual Customers To Target
Offers And Pricing

CCPOSM tracks customers as
individuals – not as members of
segments.

iii.

In segments there has to be a
change in many members before
it is noticed by its effect on the
segment average.

iv.

In CCPOSM we track customers
as individuals and small changes
are readily noticed.

A. THE PRIMARY DIFFERENCES

a) Segments are snap shots in time of
groups of customers. Using segments
creates many problems caused by the
nature of segments.
Segments by their definition and nature
focus on finding a group of people who at
this time share certain attributes and it does
not try to understand why or if there are
other attributes that really make this
segment dangerously inhomogeneous for
the task which they were selected.
i.

In a segment you do not have the historical
paths or trends that led up to or created the
characteristic(s) or attributes that were
used to segment the subgroup or segment of
customers from the larger customer base.
i.

Monty Python might say “It I
better than a sharp stick in the
eye...” However, that stick may
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knowledge about the customers
that are in the segment.
ii.

The segmentation only looks at
where they are now and at the
attributes that are decided to be
used in the segmentation.

iii.

You just have that snap shot in
time of that group of customers
as defined by a few selected
attributes.

iv.

You cannot “look back” at what
led up to having a customer
acquire the attributes that
placed them in that segment.
You are effectively “blind” in
your perspective of time.

v.

combine to create the current
behavior.
ii.

2) Linear - Unlike Most Existing Methodologies
Used Today, Lifecycles Do Not Just Look At The
Next, Or The Next Few, Interactions With The
Customer.
a) Lifecylces predict the path of the
customer’s future behavior along their
predicted lifetime – it is not just an
analysis on how they will react to one
offer or interaction.
Current customer centric approaches ask
how the customer will react to something; it
is not proactively saying what actions that
customers will take over a long period of
time and with what degree of certainty that
prediction can be made.

You also cannot see the
interaction between any of the
many factors that a customer
experienced that led them to
have the attribute(s) that
qualified them to be in that
segment. You are effectively
“blind”
about
what
the
interactions of all the factors
were and how that a customer
experienced multiple factors
that led them to be qualified in
that segment.

CCPOSM does not have these restrictions
since it focuses on each customer and not a
segment.
i.

It can analyze all the factors that
are recorded (the development
over time of an attribute and
also the interaction of behaviors
that can influence or create the
current attribute(s)) at a nano
level about that customer’s
many different attributes that
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You are not restricted to just
looking at certain attributes or
just seeing the attributes as they
are today.

i.

People’s intentions change, and
along with that their behavior.

ii.

However, if you had a 80% or
greater
probability
that
someone would act a certain
way over their lifetime…would
you rather treat them according
to that predicted lifecycle or
would you rather treat them as
just a tactical target inside a
segment based on the historical
average behavior of all the
customers in that segment?

We can track and see if each
customer’s behavior, right after that
behavior occurred, is what was
expected (within a statistically
acceptable deviation from the
expected) for each interaction and
50
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reaction that the customer had with
the organization, and react instantly
in a one to one fashion with
something that has been shown to
work for other customers in the
same or similar positions in their
lifecycles.

to a higher or lower value
lifecycle), and what to do about
this…

We can predetermine what points in a
lifecycles, even when the customer is acting
as expected, have been shown to be where
certain interactions or incentives work/or
are not needed.
iii.

Companies can test what to do at
certain predetermined times in a
customer’s lifecycle and then
store that information to use for
other customers in the future

iv.

The goal can be to move the
customer to a more profitable or
more stable lifecycles. Or the
goal can be to dissuade or
reverse a customer’s action or
reaction that lowered their value
or stability or lowered them to a
less profitable lifetime lifecycle.

v.

vii.

These actions can be based on
tactical, long term or lifetime
perspectives for the customer
since all of these time frames
exist and can be ascertained
from the lifecycles.

What interactions or incentives
work best for someone in that
lifecycle, not just at a specific
point in that lifecycle? For some
customers discounts will work
better than they will for others.

(All Rights Reserved)

What customers in this lifecycle
have a propensity to want and
when their purchase patterns
show they will want it (we can
place supply in front of demand
instead of using promotions to
build segments and to try to
shift demand).

ix.

Once we know what the
company needs to sell in a
tactical timeframe, and if we
know the customer’s purchasing
frequency pattern, we will know
if that customer is ready to buy
what we want to sell when we
need to sell it to them.

b. The
steps
needed
throughout the company
to achieve CCPOSM’s goal
to optimize the lifetime
value of a customer

If the behavior of the customer is
getting better or worse (moving
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viii.

a. This
becomes
the
ultimate
targeted
mailing list. A list of
people whose behavior
indicates they are at a
time where they will
want what you want to
sell. You are placing
supply in front of an
existing demand curve
that matches, instead of
trying to shift a demand
curve to want what you
need to sell…. And you
are not doing it in an
inexact way based on
“segments” derived from
limited attributes.

Given the above functionalities we can learn
vi.
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term tactical value(s).
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a) CCPOSM uses these lifecycle predictive
models to optimize each customer’s
lifetime value simultaneously across all
the areas of a company that interacts
with or impacts customers.

B. NEW CAPABILITIES ENABLED BY THESE
PRIMARY DIFFERENCES ENABLED BY
LIFECYCLES
1) The Strategic Or Lifetime Value Of Each
Customer, Based On Predictive Lifecycle
Analytics Is Available To Use To Develop
Customer Centric Dynamic Pricing, Marketing,
Loyalty Programs, Etc.

i.

CCPOSM is not just a customer
centric
approach
to
one
discipline like pricing or
marketing.

ii.

CCPOSM integrates all of the areas
of a company that impact a
customer around a this new and
very different customer profile
(patent pending) that predicts
the future behavior patterns and
value of each customer.

iii.

The goal of CCPOSM is to make
customers loyal and then turn
loyalty into affinity by assuring
that the customer is seen and
treated by all areas of the
company as an individual and as
a lifetime partner and not as a
tactical target.

a) Today lifetime value is usually
calculated by taking an historical value
and multiplying it by the expected
lifetime length of the customer.
In CCPOSM the INELSM methodology predicts
the future behavior of the customer over
time in the future based on many other
customers with similar nano behavior
patterns.
i.

INELSM creates a forecast and
not an extrapolation.

Forecasts, depending on the exponents
used,
take
change
into
account.
Extrapolations assume that future behavior
is the same as past behavior.
i.

ii.

c. This is based on all areas
of the company sharing
the same predictive
CCPOSM lifecycle picture
of the customer.

You can decide, given what you
know about human behavior,
what method is more dynamic.

iv.

We already explained how the
lifecycle profiles are different
from existing customer profiles
and the interactions that this
new type profile enables and
support,

v.

Lifecycles are always updated
and available for each customer.

Statistically we can determine
the confidence intervals (levels)
of these INELSM lifecycles
(forecasts).

2) The Way To Proactively Nurture Each
Customer’s Long Term Relationship Can Be
Determined At A CCPOSM Level For Everyone In
The Company To Use And Abide By.
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customer’s
predicted
lifecycle behavior is
always updated and
available
for
use
throughout the company.
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i.

e. Each
area
in
the
company
does
not
calculate the customer
profile as needed by
their area.
vi.

Lifecycles are a corporate asset
that can be used by marketing,
CRM, distribution, loyalty, etc.

vii.

Lifecycles can be represented as
line graphs and are visual and
easier to understand than tables
of numbers.

Current customer centric approaches ask
how the customer will react to something; it
is not proactively saying what actions that
customers will take over a long period of
time and with what degree of certainty that
prediction can be made.

3) Using Lifecycles The Company Can See When,
Where And How To Optimally Interact With Each
Customer In Order To Nurture Them And
Optimize Their Lifetime Value To The
Organization:
a) Because CCPOSM predicts lifecycles, the
system can also know what behavior to
expect and what behavior is outside of
the expectations.
Because CCPOSM breaks the customer’s
behavior into many dimensions, this
tracking and associated reinforcement or
corrective actions can take place frequently
and with an automated model that tracks
behavior against expectations.

(All Rights Reserved)

i.

People’s intentions change, and
along with that their behavior.

ii.

However, if you had a 80% or
greater
probability
that
someone would act a certain
way over their lifetime…would
you rather treat them according
to that predicted lifecycle or
would you rather treat them as
just a tactical target inside a
segment based on the historical
average behavior of all the
customers in that segment?

We can track and see if each customer’s
behavior, right after that behavior occurred,
is what was expected (within a statistically
acceptable deviation from the expected) for
each interaction and reaction that the
customer had with the organization, and
react instantly in a one to one fashion with
something that has been shown to work for
other customers in the same or similar
positions in their lifecycles.

These lifecycles enables us to know what to
expect from those customers over their
lifetime, not just their next interaction or
next few interactions, therefore, companies
can track their behavior over an extended
period and interact with each recorded
behavior to nurture the customer.
Portions are Patent Pending

Other models just predict the
likelihood that a customer will
accept or react to one or several
specified offers, or perform a
next action, based on the
probability of the segment they
are in – this is not a projection of
their individual behavior over
their entire lifetime or how long
their unique individual lifetime
will be.
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We can predetermine what points in a
lifecycles, even when the customer is acting
as expected, have been shown to be where
certain interactions or incentives work/or
are not needed.
i.

Companies can test what to do at
certain predetermined times in a
customer’s lifecycle and then
store that information to use for
other customers in the future

ii.

The goal can be to move the
customer to a more profitable or
more stable lifecycles. Or the
goal can be to dissuade or
reverse a customer’s action or
reaction that lowered their value
or stability or lowered them to a
less profitable lifetime lifecycle.

iii.

place supply in front of demand
instead of using promotions to
build segments and to try to
shift demand).
iv.

These actions can be based on
tactical, long term or lifetime
perspectives for the customer
since all of these time frames
exist and can be ascertained
from the lifecycles.

What interactions or incentives
work best for someone in that
lifecycle, not just at a specific
point in that lifecycle? For some
customers discounts will work
better than they will for others.

ii.

If the behavior of the customer is
getting better or worse (moving
to a higher or lower value
lifecycle), and what to do about
this…

iii.

What customers in this lifecycle
have a propensity to want and
when their purchase patterns
show they will want it (we can

Portions are Patent Pending
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Once we know what the
company needs to sell in a
tactical timeframe, and if we
know the customer’s purchasing
frequency pattern, we will know
if that customer is ready to buy
what we want to sell when we
need to sell it to them.
a. This
becomes
the
ultimate
targeted
mailing list. A list of
people whose behavior
indicates they are at a
time where they will
want what you want to
sell. You are placing
supply in front of an
existing demand curve
that matches, instead of
trying to shift a demand
curve to want what you
need to sell…. And you
are not doing it in an
inexact way based on
“segments” derived from
limited attributes.

Given the above functionalities we can learn
i.

Steven Pinchuk

b. The
steps
needed
throughout the company
to achieve CCPOSM’s goal
to optimize the lifetime
value of a customer
instead of just their near
term tactical value(s).
Where there is not enough individual customer data,
there is now more incentive to gather that data. If
customers learn that loyalty and gathering their data
has benefits that they will see and feel, they will be
more willing to share this data and establish true
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loyalty. Points for loyalty are great, however, we want
to be able to treat each customer so well that loyalty
becomes affinity and the product/service is not just
seen as a commodity.

they are not exactly right. Many people would dismiss
CCPOSM outright without this prior explanation.
We can make these concepts work for many
customers and in doing so we can open up a new way
of applying customer centric analytics that, as you will
see in this book will change what we can do to nurture
and become partners with customers. The concepts of
predictive lifecycles will enable many new customer
analytics that will advance customer centric
approaches and develop true one to one two way
relationships that are needed for customer
optimization...

There should be enough data in many cases to use
CCPOSM models for many customers – particularly your
best customers who are the ones that you really need
to protect, maintain and nurture. However, there may
not be enough data for some customers to have a high
enough confidence interval to rely too heavily on the
behavioral models - and segments will still be needed
for these customers. For some of these customers we
can use a hybrid of segments augmented with
lifecycles insights. We take actions by not taking
action(s).

CCPOSM allows companies to create availability and/or
dynamic pricing, or other exclusive customer centric
benefits, for each individual customer. These customer
centric
specific
prices/availability/benefits/offerings/actions/etc. are
calculated based on each customer’s individual
historical and/or future predicted behavioral patterns
and therefore either their tactical, strategic or lifetime
interactions and value to the organization. This is a
huge difference. We can invest where the investment
is most likely to support the behavior that we want in
customers, not just as a reward for behavior that has
already occurred

Many people think that things have to be 100%
statistically correct to be usable. That would be great
in a perfect world. The world we live in allows things
to be close enough for practical purposes and still
work better than not trying. For many customers
CCPOSM models will be very accurate. For others it will
be accurate enough to use with other methods and
can be combined with subjective human experience.
Did you know that stealth fighter jets are
aerodynamically unstable and cannot be flown by
hand (pilots)? They require a computer to interpret a
pilot’s movements and translate them and make rapid
adjustments to keep the planes in flight. The
computers are not perfect; however, would you want
to challenge a new stealth fighter in an older plane
that can be flown by hand? We need to change the
way we think about “exact” now that computers have
become far more advanced. In some cases, there will
not be enough data to use CCPOSM lifecycle predictive
modeling. In the first two cases, using CCPOSM will be
far better than what we are doing today.

4) CCPOSM In Operation
The individual offerings derived using CCPOSM reflect
the prices, availability or other benefits that this one
customer deserves in order to recognize them as an
individual and optimize their loyalty and their lifetime
value to the supplier.
Obviously, doing this will improve the likelihood that
they will remain customers of the company and
should also increase their loyalty and reduce their
likelihood of going to a competitor. The cost of
customer churn and sales acquisition costs are very
expensive. Investing in CCPOSM also allows a company
to
create
one
to
one
interactions/actions/communications
with
each
customer that recognizes, anticipates, tracks and

In many cases CCPOSM will be very accurate. I am not
saying that it will always have a low confidence
interval. What I am saying is that we cannot avoid
using analytics to improve our decisions just because

Portions are Patent Pending
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responds to their individual behavior, desires and
expectations from the organization. This combination
of individual offers and individual recognition and
support will increase loyalty, optimize the lifetime
value of each customer and probably be less
expensive than paying for churn and sales acquisition
costs.

long term or lifetime value for each customer will be
more profitable to the company than targeting
customers, only when needed, to fill demand needs
for tactical dates.
CCPOSM is a new approach based on a new system, not
just a new method to be used with existing silo
discipline approaches. CCPOSM is a systematic approach
based on predictive analytics that assures the lifetime
value of each customer is optimized. Each customer is
treated as an individual, feels that they are important,
as an individual, to the company and that the
company knows and cares about their actions,
reactions, thoughts and opinion. This lays the
foundation for a “healthy lifetime two way”
interaction between customers and organizations,
where loyalty is built and becomes affinity. CCPOSM
models allows companies to track, and frequently
interact with individual customer, based on their most
recent actions/interactions, using new predicative
analytics models, where customers feel that they
matter as an individual and companies want to hear
their thoughts, opinions and interactions.

By using CCPOSM individual customer behavior can be
tracked and it can be noted when individual customer
behavior changes from what was expected. This can
be noted for an individual far faster than if you wait
for enough individuals to change in a segment to
notice that change in the average of the segment’s
behavior. Companies need to be able to react
instantly to each customer and not wait to react to
segments. Customer growth and decline can be
modeled as a change in lifecycles as a customer moves
up or down in lifecycle behaviors. Companies can test
different incentives (A/B tests) to learn what works
best at certain points in certain lifecycles when certain
actions occur. Then that incentive can be applied
automatically, or after user approval, when any
customer reaches one of those points in their
lifecycles.

5) Important Considerations
CCPOSM is a series of many changes and steps. There is
immediate payback in each step; this is not a big bang
theory. The steps can begin with areas in CCPOSM that
are not INELSM.

As lifecycles change, changes in markets can be
understood much quicker, at an individual level, and
in more detail than is possible if segments and the
average behavior of a segment were used.

CCPOSM is not a black box; it is a decision support
system to be used by professionals. It can be used
manually where it only offers analysis and users make
all the decisions, or it can be automated or semi
automated.

In order to accomplish this all the areas of a company
that effect demand by interacting with the customer,
including but not limited to marketing, CRM, loyalty,
pricing and distribution, must be completely
coordinated in doing what is optimal to nurture the
long term or lifetime value and interactions with each
individual customer. The individual customer profiles,
historical and predicted lifetime, created by CCPOSM
become the common thread throughout the
organization. All actions/interactions from all areas of
the company with each customer must adhere to a
strict philosophy of nurturing and optimizing the long
term or lifetime value of each customer. Optimizing
Portions are Patent Pending
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This book is an explanation and examples of what can
be done for companies. However, the final decision(s)
on what to do and when to do it must be made by
each company based on what they want now and see
as beneficial in the future.
This concept is NOT revenue management; this is far
larger and more complex. Revenue management is
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one component of CCPOSM; revenue management is
not going to evolve into CCPOSM. An analytically driven
leader with broad marketing, CRM and pricing
expertise is needed to implement this new CCPOSM
concept.
I have created an open group on www.linkedin.com
called “Customer Centric Profit Optimization
StrategiesSM” where discussions and questions can be
posted.
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/CRM-RM-MarketingCustomer-Centric-3729452?trk=myg_ugrp_ovr
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VI. IMPLEMENTING THE NEW CCPOSM
APPROACH

Steven Pinchuk

optimization (dictionary.com defines this as “the
fact of optimizing; making the best of anything”) is
a mathematical term that means seeking the
optimal or best result(s) as measured by arriving
at the best or optimal mathematical value for a
target variable.

A. NEW DEFINITIONS AND FOCUS ARE
NECESSARY TO CHANGE TO A CCPOSM
APPROACH

Profit is the target variable and optimization.
Achieving the highest reasonably possible value
for this target variable is the end state that we are
seeking. We should be calling RM a new name –
“Profit Optimization.” This should be the clear
goal of any company and their marketing, pricing
and CRM strategies – profit optimization.

1) Introduction
We must assure everyone has the same
definitions in mind for two VERY important
practices that we all apply today in varying forms
or fashions. We need to introduce two new terms
for two new practices that are key to CCPOSM and
are derived from these two existing practices. The
CCPOSM concept involves combining these two new
practices, along with several others. The new
CCPOSM concept allows us to simultaneously
optimize BOTH the company and the customer(s).

The need to yield demand will still exist in CCPOSM.
That is why I propose the discipline should be
finally called what it is …”Profit Optimization.” The
way it does this will change and become far more
focused and productive; however, the goal of
optimizing profits will remain. Profit Optimization
is one of the many existing disciplines that will
take on a new perspective to become part of
CCPOSM.

2) Profit Optimization
RM has been mislabeled for many years. Some of
its practitioners have talked about this; however,
no one has pressed to change its name. I believe
that this was due to a fear of confusing the non
practitioners who have been just coming to grips
and accepting this new management science,
even though it has been known for many years to
have tremendous organizational and financial
impact on most companies that practice it in any
proactive form. When this management science’s
name changed from “yield management” to
“revenue management” there was a period of
confusion. The goal of a company is not to
“manage” their “revenues” – the goal is to
“optimize” their “profits.”

3) Customer Relationship Optimization
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) began
decades ago when we gathered customer mailing
information for direct mail campaigns. What we
need today is Customer Centric Lifetime
Optimizationsm (CCLO), where CRM is one small
subset of the data and the resulting processes.
CRM should become Customer Relationship
Optimizationsm (CRO). CRO needs to be customer
centric (focus on individual customers) where
possible and only deal with traditional
“segmentation approaches” where enough
individual customer information is not available.
With the ability today to utilize both structured
and unstructured data, this limitation may
become far less of an obstacle. Once we
understand the value of true one to one CCLO, we

Revenue streams can have different cost margins
and therefore focusing on them will not assure
that you are maximizing profitability. A booking on
brand.com and a booking via Expedia have very
different profit contributions.
I can manage something and not optimize it.
Management is a part of optimization, however,
Portions are Patent Pending
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will realize the value of capturing a great deal of
additional customer centric data.

RM and CRM have been major advancements in
management theory and science; however, they
are surely not the end of our evolution in these
areas. I believe that instead of making existing
processes within the existing frameworks of RM
and CRM better, the real payback will come from
integrating all the areas that interact with
customers and using a strategic and customer
centric perspective. Departments need to be given
a common data source and analytics predicting
the lifetime behavior of each customer, and then
focus on customer centric and strategic goals
using these common profiles to develop Customer
Centric Lifetime Optimizationsm (CCLO) that in turn
results in the basis for CRO and CCPOSM.

We need to move our focus from traditional CRM
approach of focusing on tactical interaction with a
customer, or worse yet with an entire market
segment, based on optimizing an immediate
timeframe, to a perspective where our goal with
each interaction is to optimize the lifetime value
of each customer to the organization. We need to
always ask, “How will this impact our lifetime
relationship?” This will inevitably result in greater
strategic profits for a company as we “nurture”
each customer along their lifetime relationship
with the organization. Today, tactical CRM
perspectives, instead of CRO perspectives, prevail
and lifetime relationships are the casualty.

Discovery and progress takes a linear path with
many elements adding up to create the current
accepted perspectives and resulting practices. We
need to evolve RM into PO and CRM into CRO so
we can combine them and create CCPOSM.

Again we need to ask if we want to “manage” or
do we want to “optimize” their lifetime value to
the organization? The change in CRM needed to
fit into CCPOSM is from a tactical to a strategic
perspective and the measurement is from a
“better” to a “best” or optimal state; and
segments should play as small a part as possible in
a CRO and CCPOSM.

5) System Architecture
The methodology for creating and supporting
CCPOSM is far too detailed and complex for this
paper. The Patent Application is over 100 pages
long and can be found at

4) Evolution Is A Constant
There is nothing wrong with traditional existing
RM and CRM, they have both been major
advancements as silo disciplines; however, we
cannot stop there. Now we need to adapt each of
them to work together within a new CCPOSM
framework.

Portions are Patent Pending
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http://www.google.com/patents/US20110016058?printsec=abstract
&dq=ininventor:steven+ininventor:pinchuk&ei=z19eTPAHaqfiAfU3py2DQ#v=onepage&q=ininventor%3Asteven%20ininven
tor%3Apinchuk&f=false

However, a few insights can be provided in this
paper.
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interactions. Many companies do not realize this
exists, and are unaware of all the confusing
messages they are sending each customer.
Unfortunately, the customers sees this…and
companies can also see this if they change their
perspectives on what is important in interacting
with and optimizing long term individual customer
relationships.

6) Data
Any individual customer data that is available
should be saved and tested to see if it is
analytically shown to impact customer behavior
(lifecycles). Some data may not impact some
observations, but will affect others. We cannot
decide what data is usable and has correlations
and then collect that customer data. This is an
obvious way to have self fulfilling prophesies and
continue to miss what we do not already
understand. We need to collect all the possible
data, and then mathematically determine what
data has a correlation or impact on customer
behavior over many observations. Companies may
have enough data to see some customers as
individuals, some as individuals with limited data,
and some only as member of segments. Dealing
only with segments is not the way to fully
understanding and nurture your customers.

8) CCPOSM Must Be A Long Term Phased Journey
This is not a big bang theory – this is a long
multistep journey. The first step is the hardest
because it means you are changing some
fundamental concepts used in business today –
and admitting inadequate current decision
support. It is imperative that this journey begins
by understanding the long term goal and all the
needed intermediary steps. Otherwise a winding
unfocused string of disjointed projects will
meander towards an unknown target.

C. ENABLING THE NEW CCPOSM CONCEPTS

Most of today’s companies have fragmented and
disparate databases at the individual customer
level, and very little true advanced predictive
analytics. They are trying to accomplish what I
have described; however, they do not have the
needed data, analytics and resulting systems to
accomplish this. There needs to be a change in the
way data is utilized and analytics is applied and
how systems can leverage this data. Then leaders
have the type of decision support that I describe,
to enable all areas in a company to systematically
and formally accomplish these CCPO concepts.

1) Need For New CCPOSM Concept
We do not need to improve our current RM, CRM
and marketing concepts…we need to reinvent
them using new goals, approaches and
methodologies that are supported by today’s
knowledge and technology. Twisted copper wire
cables can only be improved so much before fiber
optics proves it is 1,000 times faster. People who
fear “analysis paralysis” should not lead this
change.
CCPOSM is a way to affect this needed change,
using new technology, predictive analytics, and an
organizational structure that will enable it.

7) Who Owns The Customer?
The company must take control as an overall
entity and actively, analytically manage and
nurture each customer into loyalty and then
hopefully further into affinity. Today, customers
are an asset available to multiple areas of the
company. Too often each area has their own
uncoordinated goals and methodologies. The
customer sees this chaos today, getting conflicting
Portions are Patent Pending
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2) This Is A New Approach
This book is not about a new method to optimize
profits using an approach that is already being
used. This book is about a totally new approach to
optimizing profits, called Customer Centric Profit
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Optimizationsm (CCPOSM), which also uses some
new methods. CCPOSM is accomplished by
continually optimizing and nurturing the lifetime
values of each individual customer using a new
approach. This new approach requires assuring
that ALL interactions with each customer are
coordinated based on an analytically derived and
continually updated new type of lifetime profile of
that customer. The lifetime customer profile is
created in a new department, and that
department uses it across the whole company to
assure that all actions/interactions are
coordinated to optimize that customer’s strategic
lifetime value and turn their loyalty into affinity.
Today these disciplines in a company generally act
as silos, target tactical rather than strategic gains
and there is no one lifetime customer profile that
is used by all departments to assure perfect
coordination.

each customer and then aggregate them for each
point in time. More detail can be found on this
new methodology. Other methods of calculating
these lifecycles can probably also be used – this
book is not about selling a patent pending idea.
However, today we calculate lifetime value by
looking at past interactions and extrapolating that
forward for an expected period of time – that is
NOT a lifecycle.
Each customer’s lifecycle is created, constantly
updated and compared against each of that
customer’s actual actions/interactions and then
modified as needed. The predicted lifecycle of
each customer is used as the basis to coordinate
all the actions in a company that touch that
customer. The goal is to assure that all actions and
interactions share the same vision of what needs
to be accomplished for that customer, so the
company optimally nurtures their relationship
with that customer and moves each customer
from loyalty to affinity using the best actions for
that individual customer. Today, often individual
departments target customers for tactical
purposes, perhaps using segments, which may
actually damage their strategic lifetime loyalty and
value.

There are many steps in CCPOSM and companies
can implement some or all of them depending on
their customers and their markets. CCPOSM must
be tailored to fit each application. The
implementation of CCPOSM should be done in
phases so each step generates enough profits to
pay for their costs, and so each step is stabilized
before another layer is added on top. There are
many layers in the total process and they should
not all be implemented at once.

Segments and other smaller groupings are used
for customers only when enough individual
information is not available to use customer
centric one to one interactions, preferably derived
from their lifecycles. The organization’s goals
include moving each customer into a close enough
relationship that they can be treated as an
individual and nurtured into affinity.

The optimal way to accomplish CCPOSM is by
predicting and analyzing each customer’s
behavior, predicting their future behavior across
their lifetime (lifecylces) as your customer and
nurturing their loyalty along this journey with the
goal of turning their loyalty into affinity.
Accomplishing this requires laser targeted
customer centric one to one interactions with
each customer based on their strategic lifetime
value and not just their tactical value.

3) The Value of CCPOSM
As mentioned earlier, CCPOSM is not one new
concept, or an improvement on an existing
concept or process.
CCPOSM is a new approach to optimizing and
integrating pricing, revenue management (RM),

Lifecycles are not one dimensional. They
individually follow all the actions/interactions with
Portions are Patent Pending
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customer relationship management (CRM),
distribution and Loyalty Programs to optimize and
build one to one ongoing lifetime customer
relationships. CCPOSM is driven by a new customer
centric predictive analytics approach and
methodology that optimizes long term individual
customer relationships ultimately resulting in
higher long term profits for the organization. The
next stage in profit optimization strategies is
CCPOSM. CCPOSM is not a recipe for a “big bang”
theory; it must be accomplished in phases across
multiple departments where each phase adds
value by itself.

analyze and present large amounts of detailed
data the way that industry and market experts
want for a company and a particular time frame.
Then the company can spend their time making
decisions based on the data instead of spending
their time aggregating and analyzing data. This
allows systems to process data the way experts
want the data processed, and the experts’ time
can be utilized making the decisions. CCPOSM
implements some new goals and methodologies
that are very data and analytically intense which
cannot be supported by manual data processing
and analytics.

CCPOSM will not apply to all customers or to the
same degree to all of the customers where it can
apply. There will not be enough information to
apply CCPOSM to some customers. CCPOSM will
blend with current segment based approaches
where required. However, where CCPOSM can be
applied to any degree, it will increase loyalty and
profits and greatly improve the process of building
more loyal customers. The most loyal customers
are where CCPOSM can be applied more
completely.

This new CCPOSM methodology predicts the
lifetime value and behavior of each individual
customer. CCPOSM enables and mandates a
restructuring of the existing roles and processes
for many disciplines and departments in order to
optimize and coordinate their interactions with
each customer. CCPOSM assures that all
organizational actions and interactions with
customers, by everyone in the company, are on
the same page. This is accomplished by assuring
that everyone is doing what has been determined,
by a new CCPOSM process, to be needed to nurture
the lifetime value of each individual customer. We
try this coordination today. However, as discussed
later, today we do not have the analytics (shared
sheets of music) to serve as a foundation or the
organizational structure (conductors/leaders
enabled by a CCPO approach) to implement and
manage this new methodology or interdisciplinary
coordination.

CCPOSM can add great value whether it is applied
to a mass market product or a premium product
with upscale clients. Gaining a better detailed
understanding of your clients allows one to one
communication, which will add value to any
customer relationship and any type of product.
For premium products, CCPOSM will allow the type
of customer relationship and interactions that a
premium customer demands. For a mass market
customer, CCPOSM will allow an individualized
approach that can make the difference in the
purchase decisions for customers who feel that
otherwise the products are similar, like
commodities.

These concepts apply to any organization/industry
that wants to optimize its customer relationships,
and therefore its profits, and can gather data on
individual customers. While these concepts are
described in this book in the context of optimizing
profits from optimizing demand, the same
concepts can also be used to optimize the costs
and therefore the profits from the supply side of
the organization.

CCPOSM is not a black box; it is a decision support
system. Expert adjustments, insights and inputs
are a vital part of CCPOSM. CCPOSM will aggregate,
Portions are Patent Pending
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If both the demand and supply sides of a company
are optimized using these processes, then Total
Profit Optimizationsm can be implemented. This is
accomplished by using this new process to
simultaneously optimize the equilibrium between
the interaction of both the demand and the supply
sides of a company at both tactical and strategic
levels.

however, the relationships should be found using
statistics and not preexisting assumptions and
knowledge. There is more on this caution later.
Like many decisions in science and mathematics,
CCPOSM does not have to be perfect in order to be
vastly better than what we do today. It just needs
to be “close enough for practical purposes.”
CCPOSM will get better over time as long as we try
to embrace these new goals/methodologies and
commit to starting the CCPOSM process and
continually making it better. We would still be
taking trains and ships, or possibly even horses, if
early inventors had decided not to try to seek
improvements on the status quo. Usually the first
step in taking a large jump forward is the hardest,
and relies on defining a new approach to an old
problem that cannot be solved with existing goals
or methodologies. It is always easier and safer to
dance in place, or from side to side, instead of
trying to move forward.

Total Profit Optimizationsm simultaneously
optimizes the interactions of each individual or
entity at the levels of the numerous demand and
supply curves. Currently we optimize demand or
supply by segments or focusing on the broader
market conditions. Currently we also rarely try to
simultaneously optimize demand and supply.
Generally we create supply and then try to
optimize demand against a static supply. This
much more molecular approach to customer
relationships and economics is called Nano Entity
Economicssm (NEE) in a pending patent. Recent
rapid developments in business processing
hardware and software make this much more
granular, individual and detailed approach
possible today and a vital competitive advantage
in the future.

4) Our Customer Centric and Profit Optimization
Goals Must Change For CCPOSM to Work
The goal of RM is to optimize profits. In order to
truly optimize the long term profits for an
organization, pricing, customer relationship
management
(CRM),
marketing,
loyalty,
distribution and RM itself must make very
fundamental changes in their current goals,
practices, interactions and coordination.

This book will only discuss NEE’s application on
the demand side of the business equation using
hotel examples. Its application to numerous other
industries, and to the supply side, is very similar.
This new methodology derives its intelligence
from the historical relationships between the data
fed into it. The data represents individual
customer behavior across many aspects of their
actions and interactions with the company as well
as their individual characteristics. The industry or
side of the demand/supply market equation that
is being optimized is somewhat secondary to the
results of the NEE models once they are
calibrated. The relationships are in the numbers
and not specific to an industry or market. They
either exist in the numbers or they do not.
Knowing the industry or market will help,
Portions are Patent Pending
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Today, these disciplines effectively operate in
“tactical silos.” They each focus on tactical
optimization, one product at a time, each with
their own goals, mainly by customer segments,
with very little true coordination at their core.
Under CCPOSM, the coordination of these
disciplines will come from sharing the same
predictive analytically derived goals for each
individual customer. Then they must share a
roadmap (sheet of music), based on this common
predictive customer analytics, on how to nurture
the relationship of each unique individual
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customer to optimize both their tactical and
strategic lifetime potentials. They must know and
agree how to react instantly in a personalized
manner to each interaction with each customer.
“Silo” tactical interactions with customers must
end.

dynamic pricing and instant one to one proactive
and reactive communications, which the customer
sees in action, would be far more compelling for
loyalty.
Today the “customer centric” bid pricing in casino
hotels is based on the past revenues or in a few
cases the profits of customers and not the
predicted lifetime profits of customers. Prices are
then based on the total demand for each segment
that had the same historical profitability over
recent preset demand patterns. This is not true
customer centric pricing and it is not strategic
pricing. Today we have bid price RM systems that
can accomplish strategic customer centric pricing
in casino hotels; however, we have not developed
the lifetime customer profitability calculations to
feed into the bid price RM models to calculate
customer centric strategic pricing. We need better
customer centric predictive analytics, which will
be described later in the final methodology
section.

Today, companies are like an orchestra where all
the instruments are not playing from the same
sheets of music. Senior Management tries to
conduct these efforts; however, since there is not
a common “score” the results are poor and the
level of effort that is needed is too great. There is
great room for improvement. This must begin by
giving everyone the same music sheets to play
from.
Today, pricing is customer centric only in a very
few instances, mainly in “bid price” RM systems
for larger casino hotels in the travel industry.
However, today’s customer centric pricing is still
done by fitting individual customers into segments
and pricing by these segments. That is not truly
customer centric. Individuals in these segments
have less in common than the few behaviors that
they share. Other industries including finance and
telecommunications have started to develop
better, truer customer centric modeling and
pricing.

Is today’s approach of optimizing tactical profits
optimal? Is optimizing the lifetime value of each
customer a better way to optimize strategic long
term profit? What is the cost of customer “churn”
and frequent “customer acquisition costs?”
The term strategic pricing today is only “strategic”
because it is “focused” on the long term goals of
the company, it is “organizationally strategic.”
Today strategic pricing is a “do this and see if the
market will follow” approach. The true
optimization of organizational strategic profits is
only realized by nurturing the lifetime interactions
and optimizing the lifetime values of each
individual customer. This is accomplished through
individual “customer centric strategic pricing” that
nurtures the lifetime profitability of each
customer. We have left the customer out of our
strategic pricing equations and are targeting
markets, in a somewhat predatory fashion, where
we wait and see how the “market” reacts. We are

Those who think that pricing need not be
customer centric need to remember that unless
your product is a true brand that is an
uncontested luxury market leader, where price is
irrelevant to your market, then price is one of the
primary factors in the purchase decisions of your
customers. Even if you are a luxury market leader,
there is a price point where better pricing will
increase your profits. Unfortunately, many
companies have decided they do not know how to
accomplish this, and have decided that it is not
necessary. Instead they have built loyalty
programs with “points.” This is good, however,
points coupled with true customer centric
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taking strategic actions and not calculating their
impacts on individual customers, and their lifetime
values.

optimal demand
profitability.
iii.

Today we use tactical pricing at the customer level
in bid price RM systems that optimize the
immediate profits, to try and optimize long term
strategic profits at the organizational level. We
have done this because a method has not been
created for optimizing the strategic lifetime
profitability of each customer. We need strategic
customer centric pricing that nurtures and
optimizes the lifetime profitability of each
individual customer. Later in this book I explain
where to find a US Patent Pending on “Nano
Entity Economics” which addresses how to
accomplish this entity level strategic profit
optimization.

5) The Continuing Evolution Of Profit Optimization
Into CCPOSM
i.
Profit Optimization phase 1 (PO1) was Yield
Management (YM), which had the goal of
tactically yielding existing demand.
Profit Optimization phase 2 (PO2) is a mix of
YM and more advanced functions that we call
Revenue Management (RM). Today’s RM
performs YM, plus RM’s analytics should
determine where and how much demand is
needed, and not needed, for non linear
optimization, and what type of demand is
optimal for tactical profitability. PO2 has taken
RM from just yielding existing demand into
interacting with and targeting marketing and
CRM. RM coordinates proactive applications
of tactical marketing and pricing based on its
demand forecasts to try and create the
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Profit Optimization phase 3 (PO3) is Customer
Centric Profit Optimizationsm (CCPOSM). CCPOSM
changes PO2‘s goal from optimizing tactical
profits to optimizing strategic profits. It also
changes the level of detail from segments to
individuals and nurturing lifetime customer
profitability. CCPOSM optimizes all interactions,
current and future, with each individual
customer and does not continue to just focus
on one purchase or one product at a time by
segments. The goal of CCPOSM is to optimize
the lifetime strategic profits from each
customer across all of their interactions and
purchases.

6) CCPOSM Requires An Organizational Change
Based On New Customer Centric Predictive
Analytics
CCPOSM is not just a replacement for today’s RM
that is in PO2. In CCPOSM the “RM component” will
yield/optimize demand based on both tactical
considerations and the strategic predicted lifetime
profitability of each customer. This is based on the
many decisions and blending and balancing of
long and short term goals of the organization.
Today the only perspective is tactical.

If we can change these goals and methodologies,
we can begin to change the way we approach and
accomplish Profit Optimization. Then we can
move to a new level of strategic CCPOSM.

ii.

Steven Pinchuk

This new lifetime strategic value and expected
behavior pattern, or lifecycle, of each individual
customer will come from new calculations within
the CCPOSM discipline. There must be one place in
the company where this is calculated, stored and
continually
updated to
avoid
different
departments having different perspectives and
having the customer caught in a continuation of
today’s bewildering cross fire of unfocused
organizational communications.
CCPOSM will create a new organizational function
or department in organizations. The new
department will utilize CCPOSM’s predictive
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analytics based customer lifecycle information to
coordinate, target and direct all the functions in a
company that interact with each customer. CCPOSM
will integrate marketing, CRM, Loyalty, RM and
Distribution together around a new analytics
system powered by an engine that creates a new
predictive analytics profile of each customer’s
expected lifetime behavior and value. The
predicted lifetime profile of each customer is
called their lifecycle (more later on this). The ways
the departments in a company will interact
between themselves and with each individual
customer, individually or in combined efforts, will
be orchestrated by a new interdisciplinary and
analytical team using these lifecycles and their
derivatives. Decisions on what different
departments do will be made based on shared
data and analytics. Departments will then have
common music to play from and a coordinated
approach to nurturing the lifetime value of each
customer based on these predicted individual
customer lifecycles. Now that they share the same
music sheets the efforts and results of truly
coordinating their efforts will be far easier and
more fruitful.

Steven Pinchuk

the interactions they have with each customer.
We just store our actions many times based on
what actions/interactions we think are important.
Customers see your unfocused or inaccurate
actions with them, which is very damaging to the
relationship with that customer. Customers are
increasingly getting turned off by segment
targeted offers and pricing that does not really fit
them, and reinforces their perception that the
company does not know or care about them as an
individual. Customers feel like targets on a large
mailing list. Current RM practices are reinforcing
these perceptions by yielding and pricing and
communicating with individual customers based
on historical one or two dimensional value models
that result in mass segmentation. Today a
customer can increase their loyalty and value to
the company, and not see any immediate change
in the way the company treats them. From the
customer’s perspective, the relationship is not
seen as mutual. There is no reason for loyalty and
no hope of affinity.

Companies must change and look at customer
relationships from a new perspective, the
perspective of each individual customer. Few
companies really even know what they truly look
like to their customers, and all the interactions
that are occurring across numerous areas of the
company with each customer and the customers
overall perceptions. It will be very illuminating,
and fundamentally the right way to view this; to
see what the customer sees from and about our
organization, instead of what we think we are
projecting. We can do this today. It is not rocket
science. CCPOSM can accomplish this.

7) CCPOSM Requires A New Level Of Detail And
Focus
Optimizing and nurturing the lifetime profitability
and behavior of each customer across all products
is more profitable for the company than
optimizing the tactical revenues for one asset in
one period of time by using market segments
based only on historical data. CCPOSM can
accomplish this, however, both the goal and the
methodology of today’s marketing, pricing,
loyalty, CRM and RM needs to change to enable
CCPOSM. CCPOSM is customer centric and strategic in
its scope and creates customer centric dynamic
prices; companies can then use RM to optimize
strategic profits using these values for each
individual customer.

Today we are painting portraits of customers.
What they see is probably very different from
what we think we are projecting. Most companies
do not even consolidate in one central place ALL

Pricing is not the only interaction that needs to be
controlled by CCPOSM to nurture the lifecycles of
each individual customer. All interactions with
each customer should be orchestrated, controlled
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and analyzed against the predicted lifecylces of
each customer. Pricing is being used as an
example that is apparent. Loyalty program
interactions, marketing messages, distribution
channel selections – all of these are examples of
the many customer interactions that CCPOSM must
nurture, coordinate and optimize with the
common goal of optimizing the lifetime value of
each customer.

gets a constrained resource that is in high
demand.
8) CCPOSM Requires A New Methodology
To accomplish these new CCPOSM goals, a great
deal of RM’s approach, science and methodology
can be utilized; however, the goals need to
change. RM’s tools, skills and ways of thinking can
now be used by CCPOSM to predict, optimize and
nurture the strategic lifetime value and behaviors
of each individual customer in order to accomplish
these goals.

Most customers who are placed in market
segments today have many other individual
characteristics that are ignored. Today, all too
often, individual customers are treated as if all
their characteristics are homogenous. Market
segments are also derived by averaging numerous
past actions; therefore, missing changes in
behavior for each customer in these segments.
Any trending observations, are masked until they
are so pronounced that they change the “average”
of the whole segment over a long time period. A
more frequent customer may be denied or
charged the same as a less frequent one, which is
optimal in that one time period when they are
valued using segments, but this is not optimal if a
longer term or lifetime perspective was taken and
the customer was analyzed as an individual.
Segments do not promote loyalty and certainly
prevent affinity.

To systematize this, since it involves a trove of
individual data, numerous frequent calculations
and continuous optimization, an advanced
predictive analytics engine and system is needed
as the core of CCPOSM to predict these future
individual customer lifecycles and keep them
always updated, ready for use. Past customer
actions are noted against the predictions and
appropriate and timely actions are taken. Once
calculated and automatically maintained in this
new engine, these individual customer lifecycles
should be used to assure that all areas of the
company have the same image and coordinated
approach to each customer. Lifecycles are not one
dimensional and are the result of aggregating all
the known behavior and interactions between a
customer and an organization.

We can do CCPOSM today by focusing on optimizing
the strategic lifetime customer values of each
individual customer, whenever enough individual
customer information is available, across multiple
products. Optimizing a customer’s lifetime
profitability, or value, may involve observing many
factors other than traditional patterns, depending
on the customer and the company and its
products. For instance, some customers purchase
multiple products from a company, or perhaps
they are strong brand advocates and very socially
engaged, and bring friends and family to a
product. Today there is no way to include this in
their valuation, pricing, or the decision on who
Portions are Patent Pending
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This does not mean that a system will
communicate with customers with no human
oversight or guidance. The methodology and
resulting system can determine patterns and
people can decide what recommendations to
accept and what recommendations to change.
They can make these decisions based on the
information in the system and will not have to go
gather and analyze data to make their decisions.
This is decision support, based upon a new type of
analysis, and not a replacement for skilled people
who know the market and individual customers.
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9) CCPOSM Requires A “Decision Support System”
Built Around Constantly Updated Lifecycle
Calculations
We can create the components (data, models,
profiles, and tracking systems) to accomplish
CCPOSM today. There will be so many moving parts
in accomplishing this, that to optimally achieve
these goals an automated approach is needed to
systematize many of the processes, and their
supporting analytics. Users can override, review
and input decisions based on the results of this
system. The system is decision support that can
automate many routine decisions and present
decisions that need to be made to the decision
makers with all the needed data, analysis and
options prepared for their review.

Ideally, all this information will be consolidated in
the future in the operational layer of the CRO. In
the analytical layer of the CRO, this data will be
analyzed and the predicted lifecycles and
customer behavior will be determined. In the
marketing layer of the CRO, the needed customer
interactions will be specified and coordinated.
Marketing actions are created based on the
customer behavior determined in the analytical
layer. These layers will form the basis for the CRO
which supports the goals of CCPOSM.

D. A SUMMARY OF THE IDEAS NEEDED TO
IMPLEMENT AND MANAGE CCPOSM
CCPO requires:

10) CCPOSM Requires A New “View” Of The
Customer And How They See The Organization
The concept and pending patent also propose that
companies need a new view into what the
customer is experiencing in their interactions with
the organization. A command, control,
communication and intelligence (C3I) formatted
interface is needed so that for each customer the
company can see their lifecycles, all interactions
and customer actions, in one drill down interface
that spans multiple systems and data sources in
the organization.
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1. Goals
a. The customer will be owned by the
company and not departments
b. The company will strive to nurture the
strategic lifetime value of each
customer,
c. RM, CRM, Loyalty and Marketing
philosophy and processes needs to
change and be coordinated to focus
on achieving these goals
d. The company needs to see itself from
the perspective of each customer
based on all the interactions and
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actions the company has had with
that one customer
e. All interactions with each customer
will be managed and tracked in a
central database,
2. System Requirements
a. A system that predicts the “lifecycle”
or expected lifetime behavior patterns
for each customer (patent pending) so
CRO can occur
i. The concepts can be applied
without a system; however, a
system and its supporting
analytics will improve results
and allow CCPOSM goals to be
applied to more customers.
b. An automated approach to tracking
each customer’s interactions and
actions against their predicted
lifecycles
i. Reacting immediately with
automated or manual one to
one communications to a
customer if their interactions
and actions are unexpected or
need
reinforcement
or
mitigation
c. A command, control, communication
and intelligence (C3I) interface that
allows users (particularly the CCPOSM
department) to integrate data across
organizational systems, data sources
and
processes into one screen
(patent pending)
i. Users can see all data on a
customer and all of their
interactions and actions with
the company in one drill down
interface
ii. Users can see large amounts
of data from different
databases and systems in one
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interface with drill down
capability
3. Implementation
a. Every department will share the same
profile of each customer and will base
their actions on that profile; these
actions can include, but are not
limited to
i. One to one marketing
(proactive and reactive)
ii. Customer centric dynamic
pricing
iii. Pricing and if applicable
revenue management
iv. RM (yielding)
v. Loyalty programs
vi. Distribution channels
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VII. THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS –
APPLYING ANALYTICS IS NOT EASY

Steven Pinchuk

this far easier and faster than people, and allow
people to make decisions and not work to gather and
format data.

A. PREFACE

B. PROACTIVE OR REACTIVE – THE CHOICE
IS YOURS

I have worked in many different types of companies
and markets. These concepts must be tailored to each
product and their customers. This will require
analytics of the market at the level of a company’s
numerous types of customers. It will also require
working with various people within a company to
create the right approach and tools /deliverables.

I have dealt with individual properties (COD) and
multiple properties (Harrahs) and strongly believe that
while the markets are different, many things can be
built or done so they can apply in both markets with
minor calibrations. This can also leverage an economy
of scale.

How these analytics can be applied is a very complex
area to discuss and I have tried to make this as concise
as possible while also giving the necessary information
to explain my thoughts. This document will trigger
many questions as well as possible reactions that
some statements are not correct. There is nothing in
this document that I have any doubts about based on
my experience, however, I cannot explain all the
details in this document. If my thoughts appear to be
worth discussing, further discussions may be the only
way to fully explore these areas.
The ideas below cover a large area. Companies can
decide if, when and how they want to embrace each
area. This can be a very profitable long term journey
for a company based on your product and type of
customers.

Many of the decisions about the value of these
concepts are driven by the current and future status
of the market(s) where companies are located. Most
markets are in the middle of a market change from
both the supply side (rapid supply growth in the next
few years) and the demand side (a slowing of the prior
growth rate, with uncertainty about how slow or deep
it may get). In economics, this is a perfect storm of
market uncertainty that creates a great need to
understand the market as well as possible and
optimize every decision. When both sides in the
market equilibrium are changing, it is very hard to
determine which side is creating the impacts that will
be experienced; what impacts are next; what direction
the impacts are heading, and the slope and frequency
of those changes.

Some companies are not a mass market product and
do not sell based solely on price like a commodity.
They offer the best product in the market. Other
companies sell to the mass market where price is a
very large factor and products are seen by the
customers as basically the same. Better analytics and
associated systems will allow any company to better
capture, understand, service, and anticipate the
desires of their higher end customers. For high end
products they can improve customer relationships and
interactions, for commodity type products they can
add another dimension of personalization that
differentiates the product. Systems and analytics do

Companies can react to these changes at a broad
market level, or companies can use analytics to
understand and track the changes, as best as possible,
at a customer segment level and therefore continually
adjust to be in the best possible market position. This
is not a onetime adjustment. These changes will
continue for several years and may not have a steady
trend or pace. The market cannot truly be understood
at a macro or market level. The analysis should occur
at a more detailed level, by type of customer, and
considering details like their gaming level, type of
game, origins, frequency, etc. The different segments
in the market will not act or re-act the same and
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different companies will need different tactics with
different types of customers. Allowing companies to
adjust with the market, as much as possible, is far
superior to just reacting to the changes after they
have occurred.

rooms, there were great inefficiencies in
the way those rooms were being utilized,
even though they were all being comp’d.
There were virtually no non gaming rooms
available over weekends.
It took COD many months to implement
and calibrate a RM system. As I left the
RM system was going live. I am certain,
from my experience, further significant
improvements in Total REVPAR will occur
with the added benefits of the RM system
performing all the analytics. This will lead
to even better yielding both within the
gaming block as well as between gaming
and non gaming demand.

C. IMPLEMENTING ANALYTICS NOW
I am not certain what “level” analytics is at each
company today; however, my guess is that for most
companies there is not a truly strong market and deep
customer analytics element today. Markets are
changing, and adjustments are needed to the new
market’s dynamics. The question should not be when
these changes will begin. These changes have already
begun. The question is when and how to start
addressing them, and what value I can add in the near
term to this process.

When Harrahs bought Caesars and
Horseshoe, we increased Total REVPAR by
double digits at both companies on
average across all their properties with
our advanced RM approach and system.
They were all using traditional casino
room blocks and were certain their
operations were optimal. Harrahs
implemented our RM system and RM
culture across all of their properties as the
first step after acquiring both companies.
There was a great difference in the
markets and existing RM processes at
each of these properties. RM must be
tailored for each property and market.

1) Revenue Management
Many resort question whether with many comp’d
rooms and/or junkets, assistance is needed in
revenue management. However, there are some
companies that appear to understand you
absolutely need better integrated customer
centric analytics today.
Much can be done now, with analytics and
decision support, to optimize the allocation of the
comp’d rooms and unlock additional profits. Given
my experience, companies can almost certainly
better optimize which gamers are getting rooms in
peak demand periods by applying better analytics
and RM. I know the normal system of casino
blocks and the way they are usually filled. I went
through this with over 40 properties at Harrahs
and with COD’s 3 properties.

An increase in occupancy can be
accomplished without displacing gamers if
it is done correctly working with casino
marketing.
There are things that can be done to
improve junket utilization without
restricting junket profitability.

At COD I increased Total REVPAR (rooms
ADR and associated ADT) by double digits
for 2011 in only the last 10 months. This
was done without a RM system. A great
deal of the improvement came from
better allocating the casino block of
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Implementing RM will also require
improving CRM and customer analytics to
support the RM process.
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D. WAYS TO IMPLEMENT ANALYTICS

this).

There is far more to implementing analytics than RM.
As I explain later, developing the data, reports,
analytics and systems will take longer than most
people think in order to implement, automate and
assure it is are 100% correct and train employees in
their optimal use. I am also certain that the addition of
better analytics outside of RM can also add great
value.

These processes need to be automated so effort is
invested to start them, and then they can run
automatically and resources can be used to build
further capabilities on top of each step. Today many
reports are probably manually or semi manually
produced on a routine basis. The creation and
automation of this information takes time and must
be done right to lay the foundation for future
analytics. While this is being done, efforts can also be
made to optimize current decisions and profits so
there is immediate payback while investments are
being made in future more advanced capabilities. The
decision on what blend to use in allocating resources
between current and longer term accomplishments
can be as fluid as needed.

E. STEPS IN THE INTEGRATION OF
ANALYTICS
“Integration,” assuring all data, reporting and analytics
is correct and from the same data sources, and
leveraging one team across a company so there is
“cross-fertilization” of ideas and knowledge, is a
powerful concept. This allows the “analytics group” to
understand all the formerly “”solo” areas of data and
analytics and create a 360 degree view of the market,
customers and operations within one team. The
analytics team becomes a decision support partner
with many areas of the company. Everyone uses the
same data and reports that are verified as accurate.
People can focus on decisions instead of gathering
data, building reports/analytics and arguing over
whose information is correct.

First data must be found, cleaned, consolidated and
automatic updates created. Then data tables and
structures need to be built to facilitate the use of the
data for accurate and speedy utilization. Automated
calculations (OLAP) need to be integrated into the
higher levels of the data structure to create data
cubes. Hopefully IT can accomplish most of this in a
partnership with the analytics team to facilitate
thinking ahead about what they will need so the data
is optimally sourced and configured. Then the
reporting can begin where reports are created from
this newly created existing data sources. Next, and in
parallel, analytics can be applied to create analytical
and then predictive analytical capabilities and
reports/models. This process takes time; however, it
has huge paybacks.

Traditional IT usually does not have the specific user
level business expertise in these areas to fully
understand what the business needs and then scope
this out and deliver it. This is not just reporting, it is
advanced analytical reporting and modeling. Many
existing reports would need to be verified and/or
rewritten from newly created data sources similar to
an enterprise data warehouse (you may already have
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Customer specific data needs to be gathered
from many sources throughout companies to
go into the CRM. The CRM should have a 360
degree customer profile created and
maintained for each customer. It should
include all data that can be gathered about
each customer. There is a great deal of
nontraditional CRM data that is very valuable.
Such as if/when they visit the website and
what they look at or do. Customer
preferences need to be collected from
numerous areas that deal with the customers
and placed in the guest’s CRM profile.
Marketing and host actions need to be saved
and fed into the CRM customer profiles.

F. SPECIFIC AREAS
More specific areas can/should also be addressed.
Again, addressing them now can add to the level of
understanding and the profits from existing
operations, while building and assuring these
capabilities are in place for the new property and
possibly shared with Vegas before the new property
opens. These capabilities, as well as RM, will be
needed before the new property is open to optimize
the early bookings as well as the planning for the new
property. The more details companies know about the
existing market, customers and trends – the better
they can plan and presale the new property.

All this data should be automated where
possible and updated on at least a daily, if not

1) CRM
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an instant basis, in the CRM so a customer’s
behavior is recognized as soon as it occurs.
Analytics needs to be applied to the data to
create an analytical level in the CRM where
customer profiles and behavioral information
is available for decision making. Customer
predicted behavior, or lifecycles, should be
maintained for use by marketing and hosts in
targeting and communicating with guests.
Wherever possible a guest should be treated
as an individual and not as part of a large
segment by hosts, marketing and operational
areas/services.

reason companies cannot capture enough last
minute or low demand period bookings to
achieve higher occupancies through 3rd party
distribution channels. Where possible,
demand should be accepted from direct
bookings to optimize profits by avoiding 3rd
party commissions. RM must assure this is
coordinated right and gamers are not
displaced.
It is certainly far better to fill rooms with
gamers wherever possible. However, that
does not appear to always be possible. These
automated distribution systems are not
bought. When they are used a per booking
delivered fee is charged. It is a “pay as you go
model.” I built this type of system at Harrahs
and just implemented the MICROS version at
COD. With rapidly increasing supply in Macau
these systems will become more and more
important. This system took about 6 months
to implement at COD.

CRM data needs to be routinely analyzed at
the market segment and the individual
customer levels to assure companies always
makes the best possible decision based on the
available information. Given a company’s high
end customers, knowing them, anticipating
their needs, assuring they only get
offers/communication that are 100% relevant
to them, is imperative to creating and
strengthening loyalty, frequency and share of
wallet.

One certainty is that as supply increases and
demand becomes more unstable, distribution
will play an increasingly important role in
optimizing profits, by filling any unsold rooms,
at the existing companies as well as the new
company’s property.

2) Distribution
Distribution is the key to filling unsold rooms
in weak demand periods or due to last minute
unsold rooms if gaming demand drops close
to arrival date or late on the day of arrival.
This may seem like a small target; however,
when accomplished day after day throughout
a year, it has a large cumulative impact on
occupancy and Total REVPAR. Topping off
occupancy will probably be increasingly
important given the supply and demand
changes in Macau’s market. Automated 2-way
distribution systems can have a great impact
on a 91% occupancy rate by allowing
companies to capture last minute demand
that is already going to distribution partners
looking for rooms in Macau. With the quality
of the company’s product, there is little
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3) Customer analytics
This is the pulse of whether your product is on
target. Surveys, questionnaires, interviews
and other means of data collection gather
information on what customers like, want, the
degree of importance, and what they do not
like, etc. Different types of questions need to
be created with statistical significance in their
order and insights so the data is unbiased and
can be “sliced and diced” within each data
collection method as well as across these
methods. Many data collection methods are
not statistically correct and have biases or
data gaps.
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The data needs to be collected frequently
enough and summarized and delivered to
operations and executives in formats that
allow them to easily absorb the findings.
Trends need to be noted and followed.
Incentives/bonuses for operational staff can
be created that result from the different
service level scores for their venue and across
all similar venues (i.e. one restaurant and all
restaurants).

readily available, anticipated and honored. Hosts
may need to input the expected arrivals of top
guests or that may be gathered from their hotel
reservations.
The goal should be to move guests from loyalty to
affinity.

5) Marketing
Marketing should use the CRM data to optimally
target and communicate with guests.

The information needs to be viewed in a
number of ways, “slicing” it to reveal
differences in different types of customers.
Hotel/non hotel guests; gamers/non gamers;
table/slots; origin/nationality; loyalty club
member/non member; male/female; age
groups; repeat/new guests; day of
week/weekend/weekday;
month/season;
holiday/non holiday; etc. …as well as
combinations of the above factors. The goal is
to understand differences in what segments
like and dislike, want and do not want, as well
as overall satisfaction levels. Then we can also
collect loyalty club numbers and supplement
the member’s CRM data with these insights
which may or may not trigger one to one
follow up.

Marketing should work with RM, wherever
possible, to give inputs to forecasts. Marketing
should also assist in both generating the type of
demand needed at the right times and also to not
generate the wrong type of demand when that
type of demand is not needed.
6) Other areas
At Harrahs we were applying analytics to F&B and
gaming floor revenue management.
At COD we were applying analytics to House of
Dancing Waters and other events.

G. SUMMARY OF ANALYTICS IDEAS
Again, I am not saying that all of this needs to be
applied at once or applies in the same degrees to
all companies. This is intended to be an overview
of some of the areas where analytics assist
companies to optimize profits and create analytics
and decision support across the company. I am
certain there are other areas I have not listed that
may be of equal or greater value to a company.

4) Loyalty Program
The loyalty program needs to utilize the
appropriate CRM and customer analytics data to
assure that the interactions with each customer
are optimal. The appropriate data from the loyalty
program needs to be fed into the individual
customer profiles in the CRM. The performance of
the loyalty program needs to be analyzed on a
routine basis to determine if adjustments are
necessary. The status of each customer in the
loyalty program needs to be made easily available
to the operational level people who will deal with
them. This can include lists of the very top
customers going to restaurants and other venues
to ensure the guests and their preferences are
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There is a great deal of potential and needed very
detailed work that is possible. Unless companies
decide to bring in a large amount of resources to
address this rapidly, it will take a smaller team
considerable time to implement these areas
before the new property opens.
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Arguably, due to already existing market changes,
these analytics methods can be used ASAP in the
current market conditions to optimize current
profits and improve customer loyalty to keep
customers during these rapidly changing times.
The increase in the competition in Macau is only
going to accelerate in the future.
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VIII. CUSTOMER CENTRIC
MARKETING USING CCPO

SM

A. INTRODUCTION
Customer centric marketing (CCM) using CCPOSM is
where CCPOSM is very unique. Once the CCPOSM process
is in place, CCM can target each individual customer,
where there is enough customer information, with the
right offer, at the right time and at the right price for
that customer.
If

you

go

to

http://www.authorstream.com/channels/stevepinchuk/CustomerCentric/,

you will find additional narrated PowerPoints
and papers with far more details about these
concepts. Start with the 15 minute “summary”
PowerPoint. The PowerPoints can be viewed in full
screen mode. If you are using Internet Explorer, and
the narration on the PowerPoints is out of synch with
the slides, please use Google Chrome.
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IX. LOYALTY PROGRAMS USING
CCPO
SM

A. INTRODUCTION

This marketing and loyalty sections still needs to be
written….

Let the journey begin…
i

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/economics

ii

http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/macroeconomics
iii

http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/microeconomics
iv

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioral_economics
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